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Abstract 
 This work presents theoretical and experimental means for achieving impeller stability in a 
magnetically levitated left ventricular assist device (LVAD). These types of medical devices are 
designed to boost the native heart’s ability to pump blood by means of mechanical energy transfer 
using a rotating impeller. Magnetic suspension of the impeller eliminates bearing friction and reduces 
blood damage, but it requires active controls that monitor the impeller’s position and speed in order to 
generate the forces and torques required to regulate its dynamic behavior. To accomplish this goal, 
this work includes: 1) a dynamic system model derived using energy and momentum conservation 2) 
dynamic analysis including stability, controllability and observability, and 3) development of two control 
algorithms: proportional integral derivative and sliding mode control. Experimental validation included 
component behavior, model accuracy, and the characterization of controller performance using a 
physiological simulator. The system model proved to be an adequate representation of the system 
while levitating in air, but additional research is needed to model hydrodynamic and gyroscopic effects. 
After the prototype’s subcomponents were tested, calibrated and/or modified to fit the control 
requirements, both control strategies were successful in controlling the rotor as it spun at 6000 rpm 
pumping 6L/min of water at 80mmHg. A maximum speed of 6500 rpm was achieved with speed 
control within 5% over most of the operating range. The control platform and many of the methods 
presented here are continually being used and improved towards the implantation of the device in a 
human subject in the future. 
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1 Introduction 
 The objective of this work is to control the motion of a rotating pump impeller in such a 
way that it can spin over a range of speeds without touching the pump housing walls. This 
requirement goes beyond the laboratory setting and also applies to its target application as 
an implantable blood pump, in which the device must continue to operate as the patient 
carries on with his or her life. This requirement for durability and portability often translates 
into engineering specifications, such as additional robustness towards motion and low power 
consumption. This section details the target use for the pump and the justification for its 
design, the different subsystems that constitute the pump system, existing alternatives to 
accomplish the research objective, and the specific desired outcomes of this work. 
1.1 Ventricular Assist Devices 
1.1.1 Definition  
 The blood pump under investigation is to be used as a Left Ventricle Assist Device 
(LVAD). LVADs help provide the body with oxygenated blood when the natural heart’s left 
ventricle is not able to adequately do so. Figure 1 shows a typical application of an 
implantable ventricular assist device including implantable components, as well as external 
peripherals  
   Introduction | 2 
 
Figure 1: Typical location of an implantable left ventricle assist device (Romeo 2007). 
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Many different technologies have been developed to pump blood in humans. Most of them 
have been developed in the past fifty years (Joyce 2008). A historical summary of these 
developments can be found in Table 1.1-1. 
 
Table 1: Ventricular Assist Devices Technology 
Year Event 
1950 Replacing human heart was thought to be impossible. 
1954 Dr. Michael Ellis Debackey developed first roller blood pump  
1963  Dr. Debackey: “Experimentally, it is possible to replace the heart with an artificial heart” 
1964 President Lyndon B. Johnson inaugurates US Artificial Heart Program with help of a team 
of physicians and surgeons including Dr. Willem J. Kolff 
1967 First natural heart transplant. 
1968 First successful Left Ventricle Assist Device used to as means to recovery after heart 
procedure. 
1981 Clinical implantation request submitted to the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 
1982 First permanent total artificial heart implant. 
1984 The FDA shifts is position on artificial hearts once natural heart transplants became a 
proven practice: it recommended blood pumps for assisting the heart rather than 
replacing it. 
1986  Multiple companies, such as Thoratec, Novacor, and Medtronic, are devoted to device 
development and production. 
1998 Devices such as the DeBakey pump, and the Heartmate II become popular among heart 
patients 
Source (Joyce 2008) 
1.1.2 Types of Devices  
 There are numerous criteria for categorizing Ventricular assist devices including their 
corporeal location, pumping mechanism, power source, and flow orientation. Some external, 
or extracorporeal, devices are used in clinical environments, such as to keep patients alive 
during heart transplants. Internal, or intracorporeal, devices are implanted inside the thoracic 
cavity, like the device in Figure 1. A reciprocating pumping mechanism can produce pulsatile 
flow mimicking the heart itself by means of a diaphragm. Impeller-based mechanisms 
  
typically run at a constant speed 
include centrifugal pumps, where the inflow and outflow are 
and axial pumps where the inflow and 
generation of pumps (developed in the sixties) 
last two decades, by rotary devices. The lat
generation of LVADs designed for long
technologies such as magnetic
The following figure shows a 3D 
inflow and outflow attachments and flow direction (red arrow). 
 
Figure 2: Internal detail of device under consideration: the arrow indicates flow direction.
 
 
and are generally driven by electrical motors. 
perpendicular to one another
outflow follow the same line. Historically
were pulsatile and have been 
ter have been further improved into a new 
-term (>6 months) use made possible by new 
 bearings, which are used in the device under consideration. 
rendering of this device next to a human heart including 
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Rotary pumps 
, 
, the first 
replaced, in the 
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1.1.3 Benefits of the Current Design 
 There are two major problems associated with mechanical pumping of blood. First, the 
blood cells may be damaged in areas where the blood comes in contact with parts in relative 
motion with one another (like the bearings). Second, conventional moving parts often 
experience friction and wear, potentially leading to device failure. Both of these problems 
carry negative physiological consequences. The first one is blood damage, which often 
translates into destruction of red blood cells or the creation of clots that could travel to the 
brain or limbs, potentially causing stroke or other circulatory complications. The second 
problem is related to the consequences of giving maintenance to a device already implanted 
into patient, which is highly invasive and dangerous. The LVAD Laboratory, in collaboration 
with others, proposed to reduce these two problems by implementing a bearing system that 
allows the impeller to rotate without mechanical bearings, thus reducing the chances of 
damaging blood and eliminating the need for lubrication.  
 Furthermore, the proposed pump is axial and its “single flow path” design does not 
include and secondary flow paths, as are necessarily required in a centrifugal flow pump. 
This is intended to maintain blood in constant motion in order to avoid clots. Lack of blood 
movement (wash out) can result in coagulation, which also may happen when blood 
undergoes alternate flow paths that lend themselves to stagnation. Many centrifugal blood 
pump designs have an area where blood remains relatively motionless underneath the rotor 
which results from blood being able to follow a secondary path (Figure 3 a.). The fluidic 
design of the device being developed by RIT (Figure 3 b.) solves this problem by having the 
blood flow though a single, unobstructed path. If blood is in constant motion throughout the 
pump, clot formation lowers dramatically (Deutsch, Tarbell and Manning 2006). Axial-flow 
design requires, however, the combination of active and passive magnetic bearings to 
stabilize the rotor (B. Paden 2003).  
 
 
  
Figure3: Flow path differences between 
primary path, recirculation is shown in red.
 
 The advantages of magnetic bearings have been proven in 
high-speed trains (K. Morishita 2000)
applications are well-established
applications. For example, precise, low
microsystems can be achieved thanks to the novel implementation of robust control 
techniques, such as sliding mode 
due to new technologies, such as faste
magnets, which have the same strength of iron magnets in much smaller sizes
2003). In general, magnetic bearings require no lubrication because the internal 
bearings is suspended within the external housing by magnetic, as opposed to mechanical, 
forces. This means frictional effects can be eliminated altogether
which may contaminate other
 
centrifugal (a) and axial (b) pumps. Green denotes 
 
other applica
, and turbomachinery (J. A. Vazques 2003)
, but the same technology is now being applied to new 
- vibration micropositioning for the manufa
(M. Y. Chen 2001). These new applications are possible 
r computers and materials like neodymium
. Additionally
 subsystems, such as optical sensors or blood, is not required
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tions including 
. These 
cturing of 
-iron-boron 
 (B. Paden 
part of the 
, lubrication, 
. 
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This is further confirmed by the application of magnetic bearings in centrifugal blood pumps. 
Other designs, such as (J. Asama 2004), and (G. B. Bearnson 1996) include either axial 
control or mechanically-assisted magnetic suspension of centrifugal impellers. These devices 
are now in the later stages of development, and have been clinically tested with successful 
results. 
 The usage of active magnetic bearings (AMBs) to hold a rotating shaft in position is not 
new as seen in turbomachinery applications, such as axial compressors (Weise 1990), and 
turbines (Storace, et al. 1995). However, applying full magnetic suspension in an axial 
ventricular assist device constitutes a new application of the technology considering that 
many of the publications regarding the matter have been issued in the past seven years 
(Goldowsky 2002) (Noh, et al. 2005) (Yang and Huang 2009) and (Lim, et al. 2009). 
 
1.2 Device Specifications 
 These specifications were set for the target ventricular assist device. These do not 
necessarily apply to intermediate steps of development. A table indicating the control 
specifications directly relevant to this research will be introduced at the end of this chapter. 
 
Table 2: Maglev-VAD Specifications 
Specification Value Notes 
 Operating Points  
High Pressure 3.1Lpm at 120mmHg  
High Flow Rate 12Lpm at 70mmHg  
Typical Application 6Lpm at 90mmHg Principal operating point is 6Lpm at 80mmHg 
 General  
Power Consumption 10 W  
Reliability 80% over 1yr At 60% confidence 
 
  
  
1.3 Device Subsystems 
 This section introduces 
the motor and magnetic bearings. 
of a preliminary test rig. It includes the pump prototype as well as control, monitoring, and 
power peripherals. 
Figure 
 
The device subsystems can be categorized a
• Fluidic    
• Magnetic Bearings   
• Control    
The fluidic components provide
This subsystem includes the impeller, the inducer and 
cannulae (Figure 5). The magnetic bearings suspend the 
motor provides the torque necessary to spin it. The bearings are designed so that the rotor is 
passively suspended in the axial d
necessary because the rotor’s natural inclination is to be in physical contact with the wall and 
 
the main device subsystems and the means for active control of 
The diagram in Figure 4 shows the principal components 
4: External subsystem components. 
ccording to their function into: 
  •Monitoring 
  •Motor 
  •Power 
 mechanical energy transfer from the impeller to the fluid. 
diffuser, as well as inlet and outlet 
rotor within the housing, and t
irection, but active control of the magnetic bearings is 
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he 
  
not suspended in the middle of the housing. Speed control is also needed to maintain flow 
conditions, which are dependent on rotational velocity.
Figure 
  
 The monitoring subsystem deals with
rotor speed and position, pressure, etc.
rotor position, are also used to calculate the forces and torques needed to control the rotor. 
The control subsystem includes the main control algorithm (control law,) and the amplifiers 
required to drive the magnetic bearings (Figure 4).
1.4 Control System Objective
1.4.1 Desired System Dynamics
 Once inside the housing
limited by the walls of the housing 
which allows the impeller to pump
axis) and about the x-y plane 
handed coordinate system with its origin located at the center of the pump
positive z-axis is oriented so that 
sign and the system is right-handed
 
 
 
5: Subsystem components at the pump. 
 the signals used for measuring system status, 
 Some of these signals, mainly those related to the 
 
 
 
, the rotor can move and rotate in all directions
with the exception of rotation about the housing centerline
. The system is highly symmetric about the centerline (z
(Figure 6).With this in mind, it is convenient to apply a 
 housing
the impeller generates flow when rotation,
. 
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. This motion is 
 
-
right-
. The 
, has a positive 
  
Figure 
 
 In general, the rotor’s six degrees of freedom are controlled from three different 
perspectives: radial magnetic suspension, axial magnetic suspension and ro
control. Radial magnetic suspension is composed by the front and rear bearings, which 
control four radial displacements (
axis) is passively kept within bounds using permanent
is also a function of the fluidic pressure difference across the pump
as a pressure estimator. Finally, the motor causes a rotational speed, 
to the rotor’s rate of change in angular displacement about the z
dynamics would occur as follows:
 
• Magnetic Bearings   
• Motor     
• Axial position   
 
Defining q as the measurement vector
the dynamics in (1) can be expressed as:
 
6: Control system coordinate system. 
tational speed 
). The axial displacement, 
 magnets. The position along the z
, ∆P, which may be used 
Ω, which is equivalent 
-axis. Ideally, the rotor 
 
    
      
     
 containing the instantaneous location of the rotor, 
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z (along the z-
-axis 
(1)  
(2)  
(3)  
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@Q:R S T =B>BU S V (4)  
which constitutes a regulator (convergence to zero) problem. 
1.4.2 Control Specifications 
 The control specifications presented here were defined as the engineering goals set 
forth as a target for the completion of this work. They were synthesized from the device 
specifications in Table 2 in order to have a first demonstration of the device operating at its 
main design point (6 Lpm at 80mmHg). However, the power consumption requirement was 
relaxed to facilitate proof of concept. 
 
Table 3: Control System Specifications 
Specification Value Notes  
    
Basic Levitation Zero Position   
Rotation 6000 rpm No touching from start 
Pumping 6Lpm at 80mmHg Using water as medium 
Drop Test 3 in Recovering counts as pass 
Pulsation  70 bpm 40% systole 
Speed Range 3000–6000 rpm Ability to control 
Speed Accuracy +/- 10% Over 0.5 to 8Lmp 
Power Consumption 300 W One 6th of the power available on a 
typical 120VAC line with a 15A breaker. 
 
 
The rest of this document specifies the methods used to meet these criteria and their results. 
  
2 Background 
 This chapter presents a short survey of different generalized control approaches 
followed by details on the necessary components to apply them. 
with the control of the pump’s magnetic bearings
control. Virtually all magnetic bearing control applications
rotor to be fed back into the controller. 
any displacement away from the center of the bearing
 
Figure 
 
The forcing elements are the 
on each bearing totaling four 
 
This work deals p
, and, to a lesser extent, with
 require the current 
This is necessary for calculating a force that counters 
 (Figure 7). 
7: Control of a magnetic bearing 
magnetic bearing coils that are located along the x and y axes 
control forces: in the front bearing ,and, , and
Background | 12 
rimarily 
 motor speed 
position of the 
 
 in the rear 
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bearing , and . These forces are the input to the magnetic bearing system collectively 
named φ. 
 IQ:R S    W (5)  
In general, the forcing vector in (5) is a function of the instantaneous rotor position, (4). 
 I&Q:R S X'Q@Q:RR (6)  
This relationship is known as a feedback control law. The forcing vector (or control effort) is a 
function of q, thus it is also a function of time, and can also be a function of additional 
parameters depending of the control architecture. Other terms used to describe a control law 
include controller, compensator, and regulator. 
 
 In order to obtain the desired dynamics described in (4), Equation (6) must be designed 
so that q converges to zero as time goes to infinity. This is not always the case, as 
sometimes it is necessary for the system to converge to a constant value other than zero. 
Furthermore, the convergence variable can be a function of time that represents desired 
dynamics. If a vector r(t) is defined to represent this trajectory, Equation 4 can be expressed 
as a tracking problem where the desired trajectory happens to be the zero position. However, 
this definition offers the added versatility of tracking a non-zero reference position, which is 
useful to compensate for sensor and other biases. Furthermore, solutions for the regulator 
problem are still valid if they are applied to the error, ε, i.e. the difference between the current 
position and the desired position.  
 NQ:R S AQ:R Y @Q:R (7)  
where r is the reference vector.  
 
 
Figure8: Generalized feedback control block diagram. 
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2.1 Control Strategies 
 Much of the control approaches found in the literature can be divided into three 
categories. Those purely dependent on linear combinations of feedback, derivatives of 
feedback, and integrals of feedback are discussed in 2.1.1. The controllers that require a 
mathematical system model in addition to feedback are discussed in 2.1.2. Finally, self-
tuning controllers are presented in 2.1.3. 
2.1.1 Proportional Feedback 
Proportional, Derivatives & Integrals 
 
 The simplest type of closed-loop feedback control consists of having a control force 
proportional to the distance from the rotor to the bearing center, but in the opposite direction.  
 
I S Y%+@ (8)  
Where φP is the control force vector using proportional control, and Kp is a proportional gain 
matrix. The similarity between (8) and the force generated by a spring indicate that this type 
of control is equivalent to a net increase in the system’s stiffness. 
 
 Many applications use state feedback, which can include one or more time derivatives. 
If that is the case, the term proportional control has a similar form to Equation 8, but takes 
additional terms as the states of a system may not be limited to its position. In this system, 
assuming a second order model, the vector @  is included as a state. The state vector for this 
system is defined below. A detailed discussion is presented in section 3.1: Modeling  
 
F S Z@@ [ (9)  
Using this definition, state proportional control takes the form: 
 I S Y%'F (10)  
This is often referred as proportional control because the control effort is proportional to the 
state vector. This definition of is used in the literature for deriving closed-loop system 
dynamics of generic systems without a given definition of the state vector. However, in this 
system, there are fundamental differences between Equation 8 and Equation 10, i.e.: 
between proportional control with respect to the position of the rotor (measurement vector) 
and control proportional to the system states. This can be seen by substituting (9) into (10), 
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and defining the gain matrix Kc as a diagonal matrix composed by the proportional and 
derivative gain matrices, yields: 
 
I! S Y \% 00 %^ Z@@ [ S YQ%+@ _ %@ R (11)  
Using state feedback control, the controller has a term proportional to the measurement 
vector q and a term proportional to its derivative, @ . A controller with this characteristic is 
known as proportional-derivative or PD control. In this system, proportional control with 
respect to the state vector is equivalent to proportional-derivative control with respect to the 
rotor position. If the proportional term, Kp, in Equation 11 is equal to 0, the resultant scheme 
is referred as derivative control: 
 I! S Y%@  (12)  
This term is identical to the dynamics of a dampener. The resultant effect of this derivative 
term in the controller can be thought of as an increase in the system’s damping. 
 
 Prior to the start of this work, a preliminary PD controller had been implemented on the 
LVAD prototype. This controller had been deployed in two configurations: 1) Using one 
passive and one active magnetic bearing, and 2) using two active magnetic bearings. 
Levitation was unpredictable, however, and not could not withstand rotation. 
 
 Proportional Integral Derivative (PID) control is a widely-used control system for 
industrial applications, including magnetic bearings. The controller can be defined by 
including an integral term on the right hand side of Equation 11: 
 
I ! S Y `%+@ _ %@ _ % a @Lbbc d (13)  
Integral action guarantees zero error when the system reaches steady-state (Dorf and 
Bishop 2008).  PID controllers have been very well documented and have been used both in 
rotordynamics (Lemarquand 1995), and in similar assist devices (Ren, et al. 2008). 
 
 While the expressions above were in the time domain, it is customary and helpful to 
use the Laplace domain to define control laws, because it lends itself for of block diagrams. 
Using Laplace, Equation 13 becomes: 
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 I !QeR S Y f%+ _ e% _ %e g hQeR (14)  
Here,hQeR S ij@Q:Rk and IQeR S ijIk, which . The controller is pictorially represented in 
Figure 9. Equation 13 can be also expanded to include derivatives of different orders as well 
as sequential integrals. Note that, in practice, the variable s in the derivative term within the 
derivative term of the equation above is replaced by  lmlno, where L is a small constant. The 
net result is a filtered derivative which prevents amplification of noise (which can be easily 
observed because the derivative of sinusoids proportional to their frequency) and run-time 
initialization errors (overflow). As a trade-off, the filtered derivative may induce a lag 
proportional to the cut-off frequency of the filter. Section 3.2 presents a discussion on some 
digital derivative calculation techniques. 
 
Figure 9: PID control block diagram. 
 
Updating Equation 14 with this consideration in mind produces a more practical definition of 
PID control:  
 
I !QeR p Y f%+ _ e%QLe _ 1R _ %e g hQeR (15)  
This expression allows the definition of a transfer function that closely approximates the 
behavior of theoretical PID control (Equation 14). 
  !QeR S I !h QeR S Y `eQLe _ 1R%+ _ er% _ QLe _ 1R%eQLe _ 1R d (16)  
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The resultant system-dynamics of this control strategy will be discussed theoretically in the 
Methods section.  
 
Lead-Lag Compensators 
 
 A lead-lag compensator is a control strategy aimed to improve the frequency response 
of a system by using derivatives and integrals to anticipate the system’s output assuming 
oscillatory dynamics. A simple lead compensator or lag compensator for a single-input, 
single-output (SISO) system can be illustrated as: 
 
Figure 10: Lead or lag compensator. 
 
The behavior of the controller depends upon the z to p ratio; if z is less than p, the result is a 
lead controller, whereas if the opposite is true, the result is a lag controller. The basic transfer 
function, 
 

QeR S Qe _ ?RQe _ sR (17)  
can be used as the building block for more intricate control schemes by multiplying them in 
series.  
 

QeR S Qe _ ?oRQe _ soR Qe _ ?rRQe _ srR … Qe _ ?5RQe _ s5R (18)  
 
This type of controller is known as a lead-lag network, because each component can be 
tuned separately. Letting n = 2 yields two stages, which are traditionally set as lead and lag 
(z1<p1 and z2>p2) resulting in a lead-lag controller. This controller can produce essentially the 
same results as a PID controller by lettingp1>>p2. The denominator of the resultant 
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expression is virtually equal to the denominator in (16) if om p soand so p 0. The numerators 
can then be adjusted to obtain similar zeros.   
2.1.2 Model-Based Control 
 The derivation of many control laws follows the identification of a set of equations that 
mimic the system’s dynamics. This set of equations is known as a system model or plant 
model. The system model is also useful for tuning the gains of feedback controllers based on 
the desired closed-loop behavior. This is particularly important given the number of 
combinations of variables required to tune even a simple multiple-input, multiple-output 
(MIMO) control system. In some cases, a controller is named after the technique used to find 
the control gains. 
 
 Reasonable models, even for highly complex systems, can be expressed using a state-
space representation (Dorf and Bishop 2008). Chapter 3 includes the details of a second-
order model of the pump’s magnetic bearing system, which can be expressed in the following 
state equation: 
 F S F _ I (19)  
where φ is the input vector defined in (5), ξ is the state vector defined in (9), and A and B are 
respectively the state and input matrices. A simulation of the system dynamics can be 
obtained by using the derivative F  to modify a set of known initial values forward into time. 
The state matrix provides very useful information about the system including the system’s 
characteristic equation which defines the steady-state behavior of the system. 
 
 The rest of the section presents two strategies for obtaining the gains for a proportional 
controller: Pole Placement (PPL) and Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR). Additionally, the 
end of the section contains two strategies that use the system model to anticipate dynamic 
behavior for control purposes.  
 
Pole Placement 
 
 Substituting (10) into (19) yields the theoretical closed-loop system dynamics: 
 F S Q Y %'RF (20)  
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The system’s closed-loop poles can be found by solving the characteristic equation of (A-
BK). If the desired poles are known, then a matrix gain, K, that would yield these poles can 
be found directly. This method is called pole placement, pole assignment, or eigenvalue 
assignment (Sihnners 1998), and it can be illustrated by considering a scalar version of 
Equation 20 and calculating its characteristic equation. 
dete0 Y Qx Y 	yR S e Y Qx Y 	yR S 0 
If the desired closed-loop pole location is p, then (s-p)=0 must be true. This means p = a-bk, 
which yields  y S z+{ . Complexity is added when dealing with a MIMO system, since the gain 
matrix K is not necessarily unique for all cases (O'Reilly 1987). However, many numerical 
routines are available for using the technique including the Matlab command place(). A 
significant shortcoming of pole placement is that it can easily generate gains that would 
require more power than is available. 
 
Linear Quadratic Regulator 
 
 The stability of Equation 19 can be formulated as a minimization problem. This consists 
of defining a scalar cost function, or performance index, in such way that the system 
performs optimally when its value is small. Cost functions can be set to include terms with 
multiple uses, such as to weight the relative importance of certain aspects of the system, or 
to include constraints such as the maximum amount of available power. A simple definition of 
a performance index, for a scalar system, can be a time-integral of the absolute value of the 
states and the input of the system. 
 
$Q:R S a |}| _ |D|Lbbc  (21)  
It is clear, for a perfectly stable system (when the state is at the zero position, and the force 
required to maintain it there is zero,) that the performance index, J, will have a minimum 
value of zero. If the system starts at a position other than zero, there will be a value of J 
proportional to its trajectory, the force required to drive it, and the total travel time. Out of all 
the possible trajectories, the one with lowest J will drive the system towards zero (thus 
solving the stability problem) using the lowest amount of energy (minimum time derivative of 
input vector). This trajectory is known as the optimal trajectory with respect to the 
performance index (7). 
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 A more practical definition of a performance index consists of extending (12) to MIMO 
systems, including weight factors, and simplifying further manipulation by replacing absolute 
values with square products.  
 
$Q:R S a F1FW _ I8IWLbbc  (22)  
This cost function has a linear quadratic (LQ) form, where Q and R are weighting matrices. 
 The general strategy is to use a linear quadratic performance index to find the optimal 
gain of a proportional controller (10). This is achieved by minimizing the cost function (22) 
constrained to the system dynamics under state-feedback (20) using Lagrange multipliers, 
and solving for the gain K. The result is known as a linear quadratic regulator (LQR). This 
method will be further discussed in Chapter 3. 
 
Feedback Linearization 
 
 In addition to using a system model for tuning a feedback controller, it is possible to use 
it to anticipate the behavior of the rotor at run-time. This is useful for control and for state 
estimation when some aspects of the system are not directly perceived by the sensors. 
Lewis and Vassilis (1995) argue that the control of a given system, even if unstable, can 
theoretically be achieved without any feedback provided a perfectly accurate system model. 
Their reasoning is based on having a perfect definition of the system dynamics using an 
equation of the state-space form (Equation 9) which would theoretically provide the same 
sates as the actual system. In such case, the sensor output and the model output would 
produce redundant information. Furthermore, given a desired state sequence ξd(t,) Equation 
9 can be analytically solved in terms of the system input (Slotine and Li 1991). 
 IJ S zoQF  Y FR (23)  
Where  and   are the model estimates of the real system dynamics governed by the real 
system defined by A and B in (9). If the system model is perfect, then  S  and  S , so 
the control Equation 23 will inevitably yield the desired output. 
 In reality, the system model will never be a perfect description of the system dynamics. 
This means that Equation 23 will not be sufficient to effectively produce the desired output 
without some sort of feedback: 
 IJ S zoQF  Y F Y MFGR  (24)  
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where FG S F Y F, and M is a weighting factor. This technique is called Feedback 
Linearization because it can also be used to out cancel out dynamics in nonlinear problems 
(Khalil, Feedback Linearization 2007) 
 
Sliding Mode 
 
 Sliding Mode control (SMC) provides a solution to this problem by including additional 
control proportional to the error between the model prediction and the actual dynamics. 
 
I S IJ Y ~sgnQ6R (25)  
Where K is a proportionality constant and s is, in essence, a weighted sum of the error 
between desired and actual parameters. The parameters can include position, velocities and 
integrals depending on the definition of a sliding surface (Slotine and Li 1991). The selection 
of a sliding surface determines the characteristics of the controller. Some sliding surface 
definitions can even be used to obtain a SMC algorithm that closely resembles PID control 
(Fallaha, Kanaan and Saad 2005).  
 
For systems with a non-invertible input matrix B, it is not feasible to use Equation 24 it 
requires the existence of an inverse. If this is the case, a modified version of SMC, which 
uses a pseudo-inverse of the input matrix, must be used (Schkoda and Crassidis 2007). 
2.1.3 Self Tuning & Time Improving 
Adaptive Control 
 
 Adaptive Controllers may also provide an answer for control of a poorly-modeled or 
unknown system. The design of a controller capable of learning and forgetting has been 
found useful for creating system that would “self-tune” to account for fluctuating sensor and 
rotor characteristics due to manufacturing (Setiawan, Mukherjee and Maslen 1999) The 
development of an adaptive controller includes two parts: the design of a control law and the 
design of an adaptive law (Slotine and Li 1991). The control law can be based on a 
purposely inaccurate plant model in order to account for uncertainties, which adds 
robustness to conventional Adaptive Control. (J. G. Paden 2004).  
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2.2 Active Control System Components 
 This section looks at the basic architecture of the control system in Figure 7 from a 
hardware perspective based on individual component behavior.  The description begins with 
the rotor position measurement and culminates with the actuation of the force required to 
stabilize it. The following flowchart is a simple generalized way to describe this process. 
 
 
Figure 11: Data processing & monitoring flowchart (Cham, Slackenrny and Smith 2006). 
 
The primary hardware components that were used in this thesis, and the suppliers, are 
summarized in the following table. Please refer to the Copyrights page for trademark 
designations. 
 
Table 4:LVAD Prototype Hardware Description 
Component Use Make/Model 
   
Prototype (sensor) Position to voltage transducer Custom/Hall Effect Sensor Array (HESA) 
Data Acquisition Analog to digital conversion National Instruments (NI)/E-series DAQ 
Controller Compute control law Mathworks/XPC target 
Host Computer Monitoring and programming NI/Labview, Mathworks/Simulink 
Prototype (actuator) Current to force transducer Custom/Type-K Active Mag. Bearing 
(AMB) 
Prototype (actuator) Current to torque transducer Custom/3-phase Brushless Motor 
  
 The three active internal components 
bearings, and motor) are each 
subcomponents are those fixed to the housing (
those located inside the impeller (
dynamics.  
Figure 
Figure 
 
of the pump (position sensors, magnetic 
composed of rotor and stator subcomponents. 
Figure 12). The rotor subcomponents
Figure 13) and are subjected to rotation and other 
12: LVAD prototype exploded view 
13: Rotor subcomponents inside impeller. 
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The stator 
 are 
 
 
  
2.2.1 Sensors 
 Rotor position measurements are obtained via Hall Effect (HE) sensors, which are 
located at each end of the rotor housing
Sensor Array or HESA (see Figure 
the intensity of the magnetic field generated by 
magnet) located within the rotor. Since the intensity of the magnetic field is 
distance from the magnet, it is possible to associate the 
location relative to the center of the magnet, thus providing a measurement of
position if the sensor is fixed to the housing
 
Figure 14: Rotor position sensor 
 
 Each HESA has four sensors total: two in x and two in the y
sensors face each other at mirrored locations from the origin. This means that in actuality 
there are two equal but opposite measurements in each axis. 
 Rotor position measurements are indirect in the sense that the effect perceived by the 
transducer is not solely a function of the radial rotor position, but the magnetic field 
generated by a magnet inside it. This means that a variation in the axial position of the rotor 
will also produce a proportional voltage change. This has the potential of producing 
erroneous measurements of radial position when using a single sensor. In practice, this 
source of error is virtually eliminated by having two opposing sensors per axis and 
 
 (front and rear) in an assembly called Hall Effect 
12). The output voltage of each sensor is proportional to 
a permanent magnet (called Hall Effect 
a function of the 
sensor’s output voltage
. 
assembly with relative position labels.
-axis. In each axis, the 
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 to its 
 the rotor 
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subtracting their outputs, as described at the beginning of this section. If the rotor is closer to 
one side of the housing, the output of the sensor closest to it will increase, whereas the 
opposite will happen on its counterpart. This means that their difference will increase. 
However, if the output of both of the sensors changes by the same amount, as is the case 
when the rotor axial position varies, the difference of the outputs remains the same.   
 The output of two opposing sensors is fed to a differencing circuit to obtain the desired 
measurement. For example, the position with respect to the x-axis, Sx, of the rotor magnet in 
Figure 14 is obtained based on the output voltages of the sensors located in the positive and 
in the negative x-axis (Hxp and Hxn, respectively). 
 
7 S "l+"+ Y "l5"5 (26)  
where Hsp and Hsn are proportionality constants found experimentally. 
  
 Since subtracting the output of opposing sensors is done analogically, expressing 
Equation 23 in terms of the resultant voltage reduces the number of computational variables 
by half. The proportionality constants can be assumed to be identical due to radial symmetry: "l+ S "l5 S "l 
Now 7 S "l+"+ Y "l5"5 S "l"+ Y "5 
Also, expressing the difference between sensor output by a single variable, by letting: "+ Y "5 S " 
Gives: 7 S "l+"+ Y "l5"5 S "l" 
A constant additive term, Hz, was added to remove biases.  7 S " _ "C 
Then, for the entire system including sensors and biases in the front and the rear, as well as 
x and y axes: 
 
7777
 S 
" 0 0 00 " 0 00 0 " 00 0 0 "


""""
 _ 
"#"#"#"#

 (27)  
The identifiers are based on signal identification naming according to the location, axis and 
quantity, e.g., Hfxs is “HESA front x slope” see Appendix B.  The same equation can be 
condensed using matrices: 
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K S " 
""""
 _ "# (28)  
Ψ is the magnetic suspension system’s output vector. Hs and Hz are the slope and zeroing 
matrices, respectively. The differenced HESA voltages, i.e. output of differencing amplifiers, 
are sampled simultaneously using four E-series PCI data acquisition cards located in the 
controller (target) computer, see Figure 16. The output vector is sufficient for fully defining 
the rotor’s position. However, it follows local coordinates in the front and the rear of the 
device.  The mapping between measurement and output vectors is obtained by the state-
space matrix, C, which will be defined in Chapter 3. 
 
 Magnetic field intensity measurements are possible due to the Hall Effect. When 
current propagates through a piece of conductive material, electrons flow in the opposite 
direction. If a magnetic field perpendicular to the current is applied, the stream of electrons 
will bend towards one edge of the conductive material. This means that there will be more 
electrons on one side of the element than on the opposite side. This difference can be 
measured as a voltage proportional to the applied magnetic field. The phenomenon was 
named in honor of Edwin Hall who discovered it in 1879. (Hall 1879) 
 
 Prepackaged integrated circuits designed to measure magnetic field intensity using this 
effect are readily available and the basis for position measurement within this pump. Since 
the Hall Effect is a magnetic phenomenon, it is subject to variations in the local magnetic field 
caused by external electric currents and other influences (noise) in addition to the 
displacement of the HE magnet’s magnetic field (signal). This electromagnetic interference 
occurs over a broad range of frequencies. This is a particular challenge when approximating 
the velocity of the rotor using derivatives because the amplitude of the derivative of a signal 
is directly proportional to its frequency. 
 
 The linear range where Equations 27 and 28 are valid was found previously to this 
investigation to ensure proof of concept. However, sensor calibration is still required to 
accommodate for sensor bias and manufacturing variances, in particular irregularities in the 
magnetic field generated by the magnets. 
 
  
 A magnetic field is a function of the shape as well as the internal makeup 
that generates it and others surrounding it. That means that dimensional tolerances and 
unknown factors, such as changes in grain structure, contribute to relatively significant 
variations in the magnetic field perceived by the HE sensors. Vari
increasing the consistency in position measurements have reduced the calibration variables 
to three: the voltage-to-distance proportionality constant, bias, and magnetic runout. A 
consequence of this last one is a synchronous disturbanc
about the z-axis (Figure 15). This is perceived by the HE sensors as false radial 
displacements of the rotor when it rotates about its physical center.
Figure 15: Magnetic runout as source of f
 
2.2.2 Data Acquisition  
 Four channels of simultaneous data acquisition are required to sample the position 
measurements for control purposes. Even though the prototype uses National Instruments 
hardware, any 12-bit data acquisition card capable of acquiring 5
 
ous efforts towards 
e introduced when the rotor is spun 
 
alse displacement readings.
k samples/second within a 
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of the body 
 
 
  
range of +/- 0.5 V can be used for such purpose. Within NI, four M or E
cards, are equivalent to one S series (simultaneous) PIC card, 
over the other depends on the control platform. 
 
Figure 
 
 Signal conditioning is required to manage two main concerns: aliasing and 
interference-type noise. A first order RC filter tuned at 
sampling rate) was installed before acquiring the signal
control system’s goals. More aggressive filtering, though effective for noise attenuat
would induce undesired lag. 
2.2.3 Monitoring & Central Processing
 Once the position signals have been acquired, the processing of the control law, 
discussed in 2.1, takes place inside the central processing unit of the computer running the 
control routine. A control routine is a loop (control loop) w
acquired, and a decision is made and executed. 
alternatives, which range from microprocessors, such as Microchip’s PIC series, to full
featured control environments like dSpace. 
were tested: a 32-bit application run in MS Windows XP, a dynamic
National Instruments CVI target, and a real
Mathworks’ products (Matlab, Simulink, 
obtained using each of the control platforms, consistent rotation requires a real
Both CVI and XPC support deterministic loops that run in real time. However,
offers that, but has the additional advantages over CVI of 
generation capabilities. For this reason, 
 
 series (multiplexed) 
the use of one alternative 
 
16: Rotor position sensor configuration. 
3100 Hz (slightly above 
, and is sufficient to achieve the 
 
here data from the sensors is 
There are many control processing 
As part of this work, three processing strategies 
-link library run on a 
-time XPC target application using some of 
Real-Time Workshop). Though levitation can be 
data-recording and automatic code 
XPC was the platform ultimately used for control 
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half the 
ion, 
-
-time system. 
 XPC not only 
  
system deployment. A schematic of the XPC system is shown in the following figure and 
explained below. 
 
Figure 
 
 After a new control system is derived, it is often simulated for verification purposes. 
Then, in order to run, the algorithm has to be programmed generally using in a high
language. The final code includes: 1) hardware initialization, 2) error checking, 3) the control 
loop, 4) hardware finalization, and 5) data recording. Only items 1
run the controller. However error checking and data recording a
debugging as well as performance analysis. It is often desired to integrate and automate 
these components. This is accomplished by using the following 
law undergoes verification, a Simulink block diagram 
Real-Time Workshop product, the block diagram is transformed into ANSI
be compiled automatically using Microsoft Visual Studio into a Dynamic
This library can be embedded into a d
time, in a separate computer. (Note: Using a devoted computer to run the control loop 
reduces the amount of threads handled by the processor, thus ensuring determinism, i.e. 
 
17:Processing hardware architecture. 
, 3 and 4 are necessary to 
re extremely useful for 
process: When
is generated to simulate it. Using the 
-C code, which can 
-Link Library (DLL). 
eterministic loop run, and even updated during run
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-level 
 a new control 
-
  
timing consistency, in the cont
host and target. The host pc is where the control algorithm is programmed, and 
where the algorithm runs.  
2.2.4 Actuators 
AMB: Active Magnetic Bearings
 
 The suspension system’s A
provide axial stiffness and to provide radial force actuation
sometimes called Hybrid Magnetic Bearings (HMB). 
passive control of the rotor location along the z
control of the rotor position with res
components of the AMB. 
 
 The axial stiffness element is completely passive and it consists of two passive 
magnets; one is located in the housing and the other in the rotor
of Figure 18. The polarities of the magnets are aligned in such way that the attractive force
between them acting in the axial direction
position. Under a small axial displacement
displacement will pull the components back to its nominal position. This type of behavior, 
similar to a spring, is equivalent to positive 
 
 
rol loop.) The two computers needed in this process are 
 
ctive Magnetic Bearing (AMB) has two main functions: to 
. Bearings of this sort are 
The first is the primary mean
-axis, whereas the second provides active 
pect to the x and y axis. Figure 18 shows the basic 
Figure 18: Exploded view of AMB. 
, as shown in the right panel 
 are in equilibrium when the rotor is in its nominal 
 (Figure 19, c), a force directly proportional to the 
stiffness. 
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called 
the target is 
s for 
 
s 
  
 The net radial force from the AMB 
The passive magnets illustrated in 
located in the rotor. This means that, if no external forces are applied, the rotor will be 
radially attracted to the stator’s walls and would not 
nominal position (centered within the housing
is a point of unstable equilibrium near the center where the sum of all passive radial forces 
excreted on the rotor is zero. 
the distance from the equilibrium point will pull it way from the center and towards the wall. 
This distance-force relationship is similar to the 
region near the center. However the resultant force is not 
a mechanical spring (positive stiffness)
(negative stiffness). In addition to these
radial stiffness), there’s an active radial component, which is a result of field strength 
differences within the AMB induced by 
the current flowing though the AMB coils (
Figure 19: Active and passive AMB force components.
 
 
is a combination of active and passive 
Figure 18 induces magnetization of an iron core, or tar
have the tendency to move towards 
). Since the system is radially symmetric, there 
As the rotor moves away from this point, a force proportional to 
stiffness of a linear spring within a certain 
opposed to the displacement as in 
, but it acts in the same direction as the displacement
 passive forces (positive axial stiffness and negative 
varying magnetic flux through AMB poles 
Figure 19, d.).  
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components. 
get, 
its 
 
by varying 
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The current flowing through the AMB coils either strengthens or weakens the already-
existent magnetic fields, depending on the direction of current flow. These differences in 
magnetic field strength give rise to a current-dependent force, F, which is used to induce a 
controlled force unto the rotor. Active radial forces constitute the principal actuation 
mechanism of the system and are located at AMB. 
 
 Since the amount of control force produced by the AMB’s is primarily a function of the 
current flowing though the coils, it can be put in terms of the voltage across due to Ohm’s 
law.  
 S XQR S X f8g (29)  
In the ideal case, an analog output voltage directly from the controller computer would be 
used to generate the AMB forces. Unfortunately, the current required is orders of magnitude 
larger than that available by the computer and an amplifier is required to increase the current 
availability. Analog Power amplifiers capable of precisely modulating a voltage while 
providing a large amount of current are generally expensive. An alternative consists of 
having a fixed voltage/current source and a switch opening and closing such that the 
average voltage would equal the desired output. This approach is possible by switching 
elements called H-bridges, which can be used as amplifiers via Pulse Width Modulation 
(PWM), i.e. putting the voltage to be amplified in terms of the switching, or carrier, frequency. 
 
 One way to modulate a given signal consists of finding a relationship between duty 
cycle and the output produced by it, then using this relationship in reverse to generate a 
pulse. The pulse width modulation process is illustrated in Figure 20. A pulse of the desired 
duty cycle is generated using a fast counter as reference. The reference, or base, frequency 
is much higher than the carrier frequency. A pulse at the carrier frequency is produced by 
counting the number of adjacent pulses at the base frequency that must remain in a high 
state, for example: a 75% duty cycle pulse at 100Hz can be thought as a three cycles at 
400Hz in the high position and one in low (Figure 20)The carrier frequency must be fast 
enough not to introduce undesired effects. 
 
  
 
 Four counter channels in a National Instruments PCI
modulated AMB control signal. The base frequency is 80 MHz. 
prototype is modulated using a 20 kHz carrier. (Four pulses are modulated per control
which runs at 5kHz). This method for digital modulation quantized the output duty cycle in 
increments of 0.025. An additional channel was used to control the motor and three other 
channels were used for safety relays and general
 
 The application of PWM to control the current coil requires two 
define the force produced by a range of currents, and the second to define the current 
generated as duty cycle changes
function of duty cycle. 
 
The duty cycles required to modulate the forces in an output vector 
 
Figure 20: Pulse Width Modulation 
-6002 card are used to output the 
The control signal in the 
-purpose triggering. 
calibrations; the first 
 (Equation 27).The resulting equation is ultimately linear 
 
φ, are given by:
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 loop, 
to 
(30)  
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Where  
 

 S I _ 50 (32)  
Ds is the product of the electromagnet calibration (current-to-force, in Newtons per ampere) 
and the amplifier calibration (duty cycle-to-current, in ampere per percent duty). The detail on 
these calibration procedures will be discussed in Chapter 4. 
 
 Another necessary component to define the behavior of the AMBs is saturation. 
Without saturation, the amount of current delivered to the coil at zero or one hundred percent 
duty cycle would be infinity, and, consequently, so would be the force produced by the 
electromagnet assembly. In reality, the maximum current is finite, and it depends on the 
power supply and the power amplifiers. The maximum force is also limited, even if large 
amounts of current are available. These components of saturation are current and magnetic 
flux density saturation, respectively. 
 
Motor 
A three-phase brushless motor was used in the pump prototype. Its basic function is 
illustrated in Figure 20. The stator holds six coils connected in a delta configuration. The rotor 
houses a four-phase magnet, which can be spun by timing the way the coils are energized 
using trapezoidal waves (Figure 20, b.). 
 
  
 
 The popularity of this type of motors in the model aircraft industry makes a l
selection of controllers readily available commercially. A Phoenix 35 controller was used for 
generating the trapezoidal waves needed to drive the motor. The input control signal, which 
is proportional to the output speed, must be pulse
facilitate the development of a speed control algorithm, the relationship between the input 
control signal and the rotor speed in the operating fluid can be identified experimentally.
2.2.6 Power& Power Management
 Currently, the LVAD prototype requires four continuous voltage sources
common ground. A composite power supply using a combination of switching as well as 
linear power supplies was used (Table 5). The power specification for the power supply was 
over designed in order to avoid current saturation before the fully defining the prototype’s 
actual consumption. 
 
 
Figure 21: Motor operation. 
-width modulated on a 50Hz carrier. To 
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Table 5: Power Supply specifications (see Ch. 5 for actual power consumption) 
Component Voltage [V] Current [A] (continuous/max) Make/Model 
HE sensors 5 0.05/0.1 Condor/ML5-1-0V-A 
Differential amplifiers 5,-5 0.1/0.2 Condor/ML5-1-0V-A (x2) 
AMB coil H-bridges 15 2/30 Elpac/MSMP25015F 
Motor 12 2/4 Protek/PM201-1 
 
  
Two safety relays were installed in order to switch off the motor and AMB in the absence of 
control signals. Additionally, fast-acting fuses rated at 8A (250VAC) were installed one each 
of the four AMB coils in order to prevent damage. 
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3 Theoretical Methods 
 This chapter describes the control law design process. Control design can be 
approached from two different perspectives, both observed in the literature: The first is the 
synthesis of a new control system with application to a generic plant. The second is the 
application of existent control theory to a new plant to derive a control law specific for it. This 
research will be focusing on the second approach based mainly in the theory introduced in 
Chapter 2. Section 3.1 starts the derivation of a system model, which is used to tune initial 
feedback grains and to derive a model-based controller. Since state feedback is desired to 
use much of the existent theory, section 3.2 focuses on state estimation and filtering. Finally, 
magnetic bearing control is discussed in 3.3 and motor speed control is presented in 3.4. 
3.1 Modeling 
 The system model was derived by describing the pump subcomponents in terms of 
idealized elements whose behavior is given by known mathematical functions, and then 
deriving equations of motion based on the interaction between these idealized elements. 
Passive bearings and permanent magnets are defined by stiffness elements (Paden, Groom 
and Antaki, Design Formulas for Permanent-Magnet Bearings 2003), and active elements 
are defined as forcing elements (Vazques, et al. 2003). This approach has been used for 
similar work, such as (Lemarquand 1995), and been verified mainly by simulations.  
 
Table 6: Modeling equivalents of principal prototype subcomponents.\ 
Subcomponent Fundamental Characteristic Idealized Element 
AM magnet displacement-dependent force away from center Spring (negative stiffness) 
AMB coil a variable current-dependent force  Force 
Motor* displacement-dependent force away from center Spring (negative stiffness) 
* Torque about the axial direction is assumed to be independent of its radial location. 
  
The system model assumptions are
1. Linearity: sensor output, stiffness elements
2. Small Displacements:  linear and angular displacements
geometry. 
3. Absence of Cross-Planar 
4. Symmetry: system is radially (about the centerline) and axially (front and rear) symmetric.
5. No Fluidic Damping: fluid
Consequences of these assumptions in terms of 
measurements will be discussed in Chapter 5.
 
Figure 22
 
3.1.1 Derivation of Dynamic Equations
The dynamic equations of the system were derived using D’Alembert’s principle (based on 
conservation of momentum) and confirmed using Lagrange’s equations (energy 
conservation). A generic, two-
for simplicity. The resultant simplified 
planes independently due to the absence of cross
 
 A linear and a rotational damping element were 
elements do not increase the mathematical complexity of the model, but facilitate the 
extension of the model, and provide some insight about the general form of the model. 
Likewise, the position of the bearings and the motor with respect to the center of the rotor is 
defined independently by three variables. This can accommodate for different pump 
 Theoretical Methods | 
: 
. 
 are constrained by the system’s 
Coupling: gyroscopic and hydrodynamic effects are neglected
 damping is low and can be neglected. 
validity with respect to experimental 
 
: Physical system (a) and system model (b). 
 
dimensional coordinate system y’ and θ (Figure 
dynamic equations were applied to the x
-coupling. 
also introduced for derivation
38 
. 
 
 
23) was used 
-z and y-z 
. These 
  
configurations that are not necessarily symmetric, including having one passive and one 
active magnetic bearing instead of two active ones. When
simulation and analysis the model was reverted to be consistent with the original 
assumptions and system configuration.
Figure 23: M
Inertial Elements 
• m  Mass 
• J  Moment of Inertia 
Actuator Elements 
• 1d  Axial location of actuator #1 relative to rotor center of gravity
• 2d  Axial location of actuator #2 relative to rotor center gravity
• 1K  Stiffness associated 
• 2K  Stiffness associated with
• 1F  Force exerted by actuator #1
• 2F  Force exerted by actuator #2
Motor Elements 
• 3d  Axial location of motor relative to rotor center of gravity
• 3K  Stiffness associated to motor
Damping Elements 
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 applying the equations for 
 
odel schematic in simplified coordinate system. 
 
 
with actuator #1 
 actuator #2 
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• Lb  Linear damping coefficient
• Rb  Rotational damping coefficient
Free body diagrams that illustrate equilibrium
analyzing linear and rotational motion separately.
Figure 
Summing the forces in Figure 
Rearranging this equation gives
 
Similarly, for the angular displacements:
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 using D’Alembert’s principle result from 
 
24: Linear motion free body diagram 
24 yields:  
, 
 
40 
 
 
 
(33)  
  
Figure 
Adding the torques in Figure 25
Rearranging this equation gives
 
 
 Equations (30) and (31) constitute a simplified two
complete system model was obtained by adapting two sets of equations for each of the radial 
planes in the prototype’s coordinates
model unto the x-z plane. The second radial plane (y
terms to be reversed because the angular convention of the simplified model opposes that of 
a rotation about x in the real system.
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25: Angular motion free body diagram. 
: 
,  
 
-dimensional system model. A 
. Figure 25 illustrates the adaptation of the simplified 
-z plane,) requires the sign of
 
41 
 
 
(34)  
 all angular 
  
Figure 26: Complete system 
 Radial symmetry implies that the stiffness of a component is the same in the x and y 
direction. Therefore, the variables make 
terms of their location with respect of the front or rear of the pump. Similarly, moment of 
inertia is equal about either of x or y. The resultant equations are:
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model is a result of two independent simplified systems.
no such distinction and they are only expressed in 
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 (35)  
 (36)  
 (37)  
 
(38)  
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Inertial Elements 
• m  Mass 
• J  Moment of Inertia about x and y 
Actuator Elements 
• Fd  Axial location of front actuator relative to rotor centroid 
• Rd  Axial location of rear actuator relative to rotor centroid 
• FK  Stiffness associated with front actuator 
• RK  Stiffness associated with rear actuator 
• FXF  Force exerted by front actuator in the x direction 
• RXF  Force exerted by rear actuator in the x direction 
• FYF  Force exerted by front actuator in the y direction 
• RYF  Force exerted by rear actuator in the y direction 
Motor Elements 
• Md  Axial location of motor relative to rotor centroid 
• MK  Stiffness associated with motor 
Damping Elements 
• Lb  Linear damping coefficient 
• Rb  Rotational damping coefficient 
3.1.2 Second Order and State-Space Forms 
 Thanks to the definition of the measurement and input vectors (pages 11 and 13, 
respectively) Equations 32-35 can be put in matrix form creating a more compact expression. 
 .@ _ "@ _ %@ S ,I (39)  
which is a simple second order model defined in terms of the following: 
 
The inertial matrix, 
 












=
J
m
J
m
M
000
000
000
000
 (40)  
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the damping matrix 
 












=
R
L
R
Ll
b
b
b
b
H
000
000
000
000
 
(41)  
 
the stiffness matrix, 












++−+−
−+−++
+++−
+−++
=
)dKd Kd(K)d K d K dK(
)d K d K dK() K  K (K
)dKd Kd(K)d K d K d(K
)d K d K d(K) K  K (K
K
MMRRFFMMRRFF
MMrRFFMRR
MMRRFFMMRRFF
MMRRFFMRR
222
222
00
00
00
00
 
(42)  
and the forcing matrix. 
 












=
RF
RF
dd
dd
L
00
1100
00
0011
 
(43)  
 
 A state-space model can be formulated first by identifying the states, and then by 
deriving the state and output equations for the system. There’s no unique set of variables 
that can serve as system states; but two criteria are generally followed to identify them: 1) 
they must be able to define all dynamic variables in terms of first order derivatives (Woods 
and Lawrence 1997), and 2) the number of state variables has to be related to the number of 
energy-storing elements as these have the ability to affect the system in time (Mutambara 
1999). The state vector ξ defined in Equation 9 (page 14) satisfies these two requirements 
because the second derivatives of q can be expressed in terms of its first derivatives. 
Additionally, ξ can be associated to the inertial and stiffness elements of the system (matrix 
M and K, respectively). 
 
 State and input matrices were derived from Equation 36 using F S Z@@ [.to form the state 
equation, defined in page 18, 
  
 
where A is the state matrix, 
 
and B is the input matrix. 
 
The dimensions of A and B are 8
 
 The output matrix requires additional consideration because the output from the 
position sensors is given with respect to a local coordinate axis with 
each HESA, and not at the center of the rotor. 
Figure 27: x-z plane sensor output
assuming axial symmetry, which means 
For the x-z plane (Figure 26)
 
 
 
where l is the rotor’s length. 
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-by-8 and 8-by-4, respectively  
origin at t
The solution was found trigonometry and
 with respect to system’s coordinate system.
dF=dR and dM=0. Also, for small displacements 
, 
 
 
45 
 
(44)  
(45)  
he center of 
 
 
 
(46)  
(47)  
  
Figure 28: y-z plane sensor output with respect to system’s coordinate system
 
Similarly, based on Figure 27:
 
 
 
 
Notice the sign difference between (44) and (46).
between the output vector ψ and the measurement vector 
 
For modeling purposes, the output needs to be put in terms of the states. However, the four
by-four matrix in the above equation is used for estimating the sates based on the 
measurements. Given its relationship to the state
auxiliary C inverse, because it maps vectors in the opposite direction
auxiliary matrix because, as it will be shown, the actual 
The output equation becomes
 
It follows that 
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 Equations 43-46 provide a mapping 
q that can be put in matrix form.
 
-space output matrix C, it was named 
 as 
C matrix does not have an inverse. 
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(48)  
(49)  
 
(50)  
-
C. It is an 
(51)  
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  S  0 (52)  
The feed forward matrix, D is assumed to be zero. 
  S V (53)  
C and D are 4-by-8 and 4-by-4, respectively. 
3.1.3 Dynamic Analysis 
 Ideally, the system model contains the fundamental character of the system. This 
information should be sufficient to accurately represent the system dynamics as the solution 
to the differential equations that compose the model. Generally this is done numerically 
through a simulation. In addition to simulations, the model can offer insight about the stability 
of the system and whether a proposed sensor/actuator configuration would provide the 
necessary means for control. This Dynamic Analysis focuses on these later aspects, in 
particular: stability, controllability and observability. 
 
 Stability can simply be determined by calculating the eigenvalues of the state matrix, A 
(Dorf and Bishop 2008).These values, the system poles, directly reflect the exponents of the 
solutions to the model’s differential equations. The sign of their real part determines stability 
(stable if negative,) whereas the magnitude determines how fast the states will decay or 
increase. If an imaginary part is present (generally as a conjugate pair) the system will exhibit 
oscillatory behavior.  
 
 The best approximate to the entries of matrices (37)-(40) are experimental 
measurements. These included stiffness measurements of the motor and bearings, 
dimensional characteristics, and the rotor’s inertial characteristics. These later, are the rotor-
impeller assembly mass and the rotor’s moment of inertia, which is assumed to be a 
symmetrical and homogeneous cylinder. The values used for analysis (page 49) are listed in 
Appendix E. 
 
 Another application of the system model is to determine controllability and 
observability. This is done by looking at the combined rank of matrices A and B for 
controllability, and the rank of A and C for observability and comparing the result to the 
number of the system states. These matrices are combined using the following technique 
described in (Dorf and Bishop 2008) chapter 11: 
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A system with n states is controllable if the following condition is true: 
 xyQ  r … 5zoR S  (54)  
Likewise, the system is observable if: 
 
xy


 r5zo


 S  (55)  
The number of states, inputs, and outputs of a system is traditionally represented by the 
letters n, m, and p, respectively. For the magnetic levitation system, n = 8, m = 4, and p = 4. 
The conditions for this system are:  
 
For full controllability 
 xyQ  r     R S 8 (56)  
For full observability 
 xyQ  r     WR S 8 (57)  
 
This approach is equivalent to inspecting whether or not there are enough sensors (or 
actuators) to detect (or cause) changes in all of the system’s states. 
3.1.4 Simulation 
 In addition to the dynamic analysis in the previous section, the system model can be 
used for simulations. This section is dedicated to the tools used to run dynamic simulations 
using the system model, the types of simulations, and some of the advantages and 
limitations of the virtual (simulated) system. All simulations in here were obtained using 
Mathworks Simulink using the ode45 solver at a fundamental time step of 200 microseconds 
(same as control loop frequency). The discrete nature of the digital controller was modeled 
using zero order hold (ZOH), which is equivalent to the following mapping for the continuous 
A and B matrices into the discrete-time Ad and Bd (Lewis and Vassilis 1995). 
  S W (58)  
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 S a mW    (59)  
In practice, a ZOH block in Simulink, or a discretized model can be obtained using the 
command c2d in Matlab. 
 
 The input for the simulations varies depending on the analysis to be performed with the 
output. The most basic simulations are driven exclusively by initial conditions and 
demonstrate the open-loop behavior of the unregulated system or closed-loop behavior when 
a controller is included in the block diagram (Figure 8). The initial conditions are generally 
displacements between positive and negative150 microns as well as rotations of between 
positive and negative 4.7E-3 radians, because these are the maximum nominal 
displacements of the rotor within the housing and constitute the mechanical limits of the 
system’s output. 
 
 Three simulations were designed for system characterization: response to a step input, 
a chirp input, and stair function. Response to a step function was used to characterize 
transient behavior in terms of the rise and settling times as well as overshoot. The response 
due to a chirp (a constant-amplitude sinusoid of increasing frequency) was used for 
generating frequency response plots. A stair function was used for estimating stiffness 
values by calculating the average steady-state force required to stabilize the system model at 
different positions. These methods were also applied to the actual system in order to 
compare the simulated and experimental results and are therefore detailed in Chapter 4 
 
 In addition to observing the response to different reference inputs, the system model 
was used to simulate force disturbances and noise. Disturbances were assumed to be of the 
same units as the plant inputs. These forces include the rotor weight and internal forces, 
such as those generated when the rotor spins. The principal interference-type noise entry 
point is assumed to be the sensors. In the simulation of the system model, disturbances and 
interference are introduced as additive terms to the plant inputs and outputs, respectively 
(Figure 30). The additive terms can be constant, dynamic or random. Constant additive terms 
are useful to simulate gravity at different orientations. Dynamic terms may be used for 
simulating rotational forces and sensor runout. Finally, interference-type noise is assumed to 
be white noise (random output across all frequencies). 
  
 
Figure 29: Simulation block diagram including force disturbances and interference
 
 The second-order dynamic equations are a 
which has been optimized for numerical and analytical simplicity. In reality, the rotor 
dynamics are governed by complex 
A first approach to expand the model is to include cross
stiffness and damping matrices. However, a higher order model may be required to include 
additional dynamics. It is possible to achieve this by placing a second
are the outputs of the model in Equation 
 
Figure 30: Model extension for including bearing behavior
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basic description of the motion of the rotor, 
hydrodynamic, tribological and gyroscopic effects
-coupling and damping terms into the 
 model whose inputs
48 as follows. 
 
50 
 
-type noise. 
.  
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This second model can be aimed to describe rotor-dynamics specifically. The bearing model 
illustrated in Figure 30 can be found in (Muszynska 2005). 
3.2 State Estimation 
 As shown in the state-space model derivation, the states of the system include both the 
position of the rotor @ as well as its time derivatives@ . Sensor output is limited to 
instantaneous position. This means that additional processing, i.e. approximating the 
instantaneous velocity, is necessary to complete the state vector for a given time. A simple 
numerical derivative can provide velocity estimation. However, this technique is susceptible 
to noise. The methods used for estimating and filtering the velocity signal are discussed next. 
These include the numerical derivatives used and the Kalman filter/estimator. 
 
3.2.1 Digital Derivatives 
 A fundamental problem when using a position signal to estimate a velocity is noise. 
Noise is amplified when applying a numerical derivative. This effect can easily be seen when 
computing a simple numerical derivative of a signal corrupted by noise. Figure 31 shows the 
derivatives of clean signal and a 5:1 signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) equivalent. The resultant 
derivative is heavily affected by noise.  
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Figure 31: Effect of noise amplification when calculating numerical derivatives. 
The chain rule offers a mathematical explanation of the phenomena. For a simple sinusoid: 
: sinQ¢l:R S ¢lcos Q¢l:R 
In the presence of a high frequency periodic interference, 
: sinQ¢l:R _ sin Q¢5:R S ¢l cosQ¢l:R _ ¢5cos Q¢5:R 
The amplitude of the resultant derivative signal has a higher amplitude component from the 
interference than the original signal since ¢5 ¥ ¢l.Filtering techniques, also necessary to 
avoid aliasing, are also useful to avoid this effect, but may include undesired side effects 
such as lag (Ogata 1995).  
 
 Digital derivatives for velocity estimation are generally based on past position 
measurements stored in memory. The number of points can be chosen to create an accurate 
estimation and reduce noise. In this instance, a three-point digital derivative calculation was 
derived using parabolic interpolation (Faires and Burden 2003)(see Appendix D). 
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@QyR: S @ QyR p
34 @QyR Y @Qy Y 2R _ 14 @Qy Y 4RΔ:  (60)  
Where q(k) is the current position measurement and q(k-n) is the nth last measurement 
previously stored in memory. Programming of this algorithm is easier if in the z-domain in 
terms of a generic n-dimensional input U and output Y. 
 < S 1Δ: Q0.75 Y ?zr _ 0.25?zR; (61)  
The Simulink block diagram used to carry out this computation is shown in Figure 32. 
 
 
Figure 32: Three-point derivative 
 
3.2.2 Filtering 
 Three digital filter techniques were primarily used in this research: weighted averaging, 
Butterworth filter, and Kalman estimation. Weighted averages were designed using bode 
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plots of their discrete-time transfer functions and tuned experimentally afterwards. Digital 
Butterworth filter, whose design is specified in (Proakis and Manolakis 2007), were used 
mostly for signal post-processing. 
 
 Another approach to filtering consists of using the state vector calculated using the 
system model as well as that obtained using the sensor outputs. This approach is known as 
Kalman Filter, and it is derived in (Crassidis and Junkins 2004). The combined estimate is 
the result of: 
 F S F _ I _ ,QK Y F Y IR (62)  
Where A, B, C, and D are the components of the state-space system model, F  is the estimate 
predictor, and L is a weighting matrix that balances the level of confidence between the 
measurement (items inside parenthesis,) and the system model. The instantaneous estimate 
is the output of Equation 62: 
 
¬KF ­ S Z0 [ F _ Z0[ I (63)  
The optimal weighting matrix, L, was found using Matlab’s command kalmd() based on 
experimental measurements of the measurement variance and an estimate of the process 
noise (5-25 µm and 1, respectively) and the discrete version of the system. The final usage 
of the filter is illustrated in Figure 22 
 
 
Figure33: Magnetic bearing block diagram. 
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3.3 Magnetic Bearings Control 
This section details the theoretical makeup of two control strategies: proportional-
integral-derivative (PID) and slide mode control (SMC). Both strategies were augmented with 
an anti-dead zone block which consisted of a constant forcing term added to the calculated 
force when within a selected region. 
3.3.1 Proportional State Feedback and Integral Control 
 PID control was chosen because of its simplicity and because it was easy to tune. 
Equation 13 contains the basic control scheme in terms of the measurement vector q: 
I ! S Y `%+@ _ %@ _ % a @Lbbc d 
which lends itself to be easily simulated using block diagrams. However, the closed-loop 
system dynamics can also be derived analytically as follows: 
 
Given the model in Equation 39, subjected to PID control with respect to the desired position @® S @ Y @: 
.@ _ "@ _ %@ S , ¬Y `%+@® _ %@® _ % a @®Lbbc d­ 
@ S .zo ¬Y"@ Y %@ Y ,%+@® Y ,%@® Y ,% a @®Lbbc ­ 
@ S .zo ¬Y"@ Y %@ Y ,%+Q@ Y @R Y ,%Q@ Y @ R Y ,% a @®Lbbc ­ 
Rearranging gives: 
@ S .zo ¬YQ" _ ,%R@ Y % _ ,%+@ _ ,%+@ _ ,%@  Y ,% a @®Lbbc ­ 
Limiting to position tracking, we can set @ S 0 
@ S .zo ¬YQ" _ ,%R@ Y % _ ,%+@ _ ,%+@ Y ,% a @®Lbbc ­ 
Let FH be a state vector such that 
FH S T @@Y a @®LU 
and differentiating with respect to time: 
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FH S ¯ @@@ Y @° S ¯
@@Y@° _ ¯
VV@° 
allows expressing the system dynamics in (a) using state-space form: 
 
FH S ¯ V ± VY.zoQ% _ ,%+R Y.zoQ" _ ,%R .zo,%Y± V V ° FH _ ¯
V.zo,%+± ° @ (64) 
Here, the input is the desired position, qd. 
 
 There’s no particular indication, however, that integral control is necessary to achieve 
stability, which can also be achieved by simply using state-feedback based on ξ. It is also 
desired to have tuning ability over Equation 13, so the strategy for control system design 
consisted of finding the optimal state-feedback gain by solving the Linear Quadratic 
Regulator problem (Equation 22) using the system model, and adding integral control 
separately. In that way, the controller would easily default to a proportional-derivative 
controller online if desired. Figure 34 shows the block diagram including: an overall system 
gain, scalar versions of the PID gains, and balance multipliers that weight control 
discriminating between x and y components as well as and the front or rear control effort.  
 
 
Figure 34: LVAD state-feedback PID Controller. 
 
 The LQR problem has been solved in general for most linear, time-dependent plants 
(Lewis and Vassilis 1995). The solution to the minimization of a performance index J subject 
to time-independent linear plants, including the system model derived in Section 3.1, results 
in a time-varying gain Kopt(t). This matrix, and is found by solving a matrix Riccati equation, 
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which arises from defining a Hamiltonian function using Equations 22 and 19. The Matlab 
command lqrd was used to approximate a solution to the equation. The resulting matrix is not 
time-dependent, but a constant Klqr, which is simpler to apply (The Mathworks, Inc. 2009). 
3.3.2 Sliding Mode Control 
 A pseudo-inverse approach to SMC, recently developed in the Rochester Institute of 
Technology combines traditional sliding mode control (Slotine and Li 1991)and a mapping 
function to derive a control law valid for under-actuated systems such as the blood pump in 
question (Schkoda and Crassidis 2007). The method is described below: 
 
Consider the following siding surface: 
 
6 S F Y F _ M a QF Y FR:²  (65)  
which is the weighted sum of the position error and its integral. We wish to design a 
controller such that s= 0 because this implies no error. Furthermore, once this is true, it must 
remain there, so 6 S V must also be true. Differentiating (65) with respect to time, gives: 
 6 S F Y F  _ MFG S 0 (66)  
where FG S F Y F. (66) is the rationale that gives rise to Equation 22, 
IJ S zoQF  Y F Y MFGR 
However, Equation 45 shows that B is, in fact, not square, and therefore non-invertible. This 
is solved by applying the following mapping function: 
 P S 9F (67)  
where T can be found in a number of ways (R. Schkoda 2007), including: 
 
9 S W%()*Q _ ³±Rzo (68)  
Now, Equation 19 becomes: 
 P S 9F _ 9I (69)  
The sliding surface is now defined with respect to P.  
 
6 S P Y P _ M a QP Y PR:²  (70)  
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Differentiating (70) with respect to time, and substituting P  from Equation (69) gives: 
 6 S 9F _ 9I Y 9F  _ 9MFG S V (71)  
Which is an expression that can be solved for φ. However, only the estimates for A and B are 
available i.e.  and  , so the expression becomes: 
 IJ S Y9zo9´F _ ³FG Y F µ (72)  
Because the model is not perfect, this equation must be augmented in a similar way to 
Equation 22: 
 
I& S IJ Y %&sgnQ6R (73)  %& is found by applying the sliding condition 
 66 ¶ YO|6| (74)  
which ensures stability in the Lyapunov sense (Slotine and Li 1991). Substituting the 
estimate controller (73) into the system dynamics (71) gives: 
 
6 S 9´ Y Q9Rzo9µF _ ´9 Y 9Q9Rzo9µMFG Y F  Y 9%&sgnQ6R (75)  
This expression can be used for applying the sliding condition (74): 
 
66 S 9´ Y Q9Rzo9µF6 _ ´9 Y 9Q9Rzo9µMFG Y F 6 Y 9%&|6| ¶ YO|6| (76)  
Rearranging gives: 
 
%&|6| · ´Q9Rzo9 Y Q9Rzo9µF6 _ ´Q9Rzo9 Y Q9Rzo9µMFG Y F 6 _ Q(77)  
It is possible to use this expression to solve for KSMC assuming that modeling uncertainties 
are of multiplicative form, such that:  S  _ Δ 
and   S  _ Δ 
The inequality in (77) must guarantee that KSMC is positive at all time. 
 
%&|6| · ¸Q9Rzo9 Y Q9Rzo9¸|F||6|_ ¸Q9Rzo9 Y Q9Rzo9¸¸MFG Y F ¸|6| _ ¸Q9Rz¹¸O|6| (78)  
which can be simplified into: 
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%& · ¸Q9Rzo9 Y Q9Rzo9¸|F| _ ¸Q9Rzo9 Y Q9Rzo9¸¸MFG Y F ¸_ ¸Q9Rz¹¸O (79)  
In summary, the controller is given by (72) I& S IJ Y %&sgnQ6R 
This consists of three main parts:  
 The estimate controller (72), IJ S Y9zo9´F _ ³FG Y F µ 
 the sliding surface (70), 
6 S 9F Y 9F _ M a Q9F Y 9FR:²  
 and the sling condition gain KSMC (78). %&|6| · ¸Q9Rzo9 Y Q9Rzo9¸|F||6| _ ¸Q9Rzo9 Y Q9Rzo9¸¸MFG Y F ¸|6| _ ¸Q9Rz¹¸O|6| 
 
The signum function in Equation 72 is usually replaced by a saturation function in order to 
reduce chattering once in the sliding surface (Slotine and Li 1991). 
3.4 Spinning Velocity Control 
 Motor speed control is desired for keeping flow conditions when changing flow 
resistance, which was observed to influence the rotor’s angular speed. The instantaneous 
rotor angular velocity was measured based on the HESA output, as it can be expected that a 
levitation orbit is to be present when levitating and rotating about the x-axis. The orbit is 
caused by magnetic runout, which is discussed in Chapter 2. In terms of control, an integral 
controller was applied to minimize steady-state error.  
 
 The speed estimator takes advantage of the magnetic bearing control loop running at 
5kHz to count the number of times the HESA signal has crossed zero, Nz. The expected 
operating point (6000 rpm) would add a 100Hz-sinusoid to the radial position signal. The 
additional signal would cross zero every fifty times. To guarantee zero crossing, a high-pass 
filter, consisting of subtracting the average of 200 points from the raw signal, as applied to 
the incoming signal. The filtered signal goes thought the frequency counter as follows: 
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Figure 35: Frequency Counter Example. 
 
 The integral controller is defined below. Given that the motor system is stable, it will 
converge to the desired speed in a time proportional to the gain KM. The additive term φMo 
accelerates convergence and prevents the motor from stalling at low speeds. 
 
D S Y% a QΩ Y BC R:bbc _ DE (80)  
A virtual switch enables changing from manual to automatic mode. In manual mode, the 
integral is not computed and Equation 55 acts as unit conversion based on the calibration. 
When automatic mode is on, the integrator is reset resulting in the base speed given by φMo. 
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4 Experimental Methods 
4.1 Component Calibration 
4.1.1 Position Sensors 
 The radial distance to output voltage relationship in the HE sensors was investigated in 
two ways: using a device developed for this purpose, and laser positioning sensors. These 
methods provide a comparison of the physical position of the rotor and the HE sensor output 
voltage. These values can be used to assess the linear range of the sensors and to calculate 
their position sensitivity in m/V. 
 
Figure 36: Magnetic Centering Device. 
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 The Magnetic Centering Device (MCD) is outfitted with hi-precision linear and rotational 
stages that position a magnet with respect to an axial sensor, this lets the user move the 
magnet and measure the output voltage of the HE sensors at known intervals with great 
precision (+/-0.5 microns) and ease. However, the MCD can only measure the sensitivity of a 
magnet with respect to an individual sensor. In practice, the rotor assembly includes other 
magnetic components and the HESA have two radially-opposed sensors per magnet instead 
of one. 
 
 Validating rotor position measurements based in magnetic field in the actual pump, 
requires a direct measurement technique. This was achieved using laser sensors located 
along the x and y axes. This method, referred there as Laser Tracking or LT, has an 
accuracy of +/-10 microns, and provides an output at the same rate as the control loop. 
However, it can only be used when the system is dry i.e. not while pumping. 
 
 The MCD, provides a complete direct position-voltage mapping and it is the principal 
method to validate the linear range of the sensors. A line can be fitted on the output voltage v 
radial position graph using the method of least squares. The R-squared value can be used 
as direct indication of linearity.  
 
 In addition to the radial mapping from the MCD, sensitivity can be calculated using LT. 
This is a result of recording the response of the rotor under a step input, calculating the 
average steady-state position values provided by HESA output voltage before and after the 
step and dividing the difference between the position and voltage values. 
 
 The HE sensors are theoretically susceptible to electromagnetic fields from any source 
nearby. This includes the HE magnet, other rotor and stator components, and magnetic fields 
induced by the AMB coils. These may constitute a source of interference-type noise. A 
frequency domain analysis of the HE sensor output was carried out to reveal its components. 
The power spectrum of the signals was computed using a Fast Fourier Transform (FFT, 
Matlab command: ‘fft’). In order to reduce error, the DC component was removed using a de-
trending routine a Hamming window was applied (‘detrend’ and ‘hamming’ commands, 
respectively). 
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4.1.2 AMB Calibration 
 
 Since the AMB are ultimately controlled using PWM, calibration for force per unit 
percent duty is of interest to calculate control effort. As seen in Chapter 2, this is the result of 
two calibrations: the electromagnet calibration and the amplifier calibration (current to force 
and duty cycle to current, respectively). 
 
 Electromagnet calibration was obtained by measuring the output force at different coil 
current inputs. The test rig used for this purpose is illustrated in Figure 38. Force was 
measured using a Kistler 9251A force gauge and an oscilloscope, DC current was measured 
with a Fluke 176 multimeter. 
 
 
Figure 37: The Magnetic Bearing Test Rig—MBTR (Khare 2008) 
 
 The PWM duty cycle to current relationship was investigated by modulating a signal 
using an Agilent 33250Asignal generator and measuring the DC current across an AMB coil. 
The signal was identical to that generated by the controller; it consisted of a 5V peak-to-peak 
square pulse repeating at 20kHz. Two H-brides were tested: the LMD18200 and Acroname 
S24.  
 
 It was thought that t that the AMB current was temperature dependent. The reasoning 
for this was that the actual current though the coil will degrease if the resistance increase, 
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which is generally the case if the operating temperature of cooper goes up. This has a direct 
impact on the net force used to control the rotor. In order to investigate this effect, 
temperature was measured while a fixed DC current flowed through a coil. A type-K 
thermocouple was used in addition to the voltage and current measuring equipment 
described in previously.  
 
4.1.3 Processing Speed and Determinism 
 In applying a digital control system, having an accurate and consistent sampling rate is 
desired to avoid undesired lag, which may yield instability. In addition to this, a consistent 
sampling rate reduces simulation error, which is beneficial for plant identification. 
 
 In the PC-based platform under Windows XP operating system, the control loop rate 
was measured using time-stamping using the high-resolution clocking functions provided in 
the Win32 API. The target-based platforms under real-time operating systems are equipped 
with special monitoring functions designed to measure loop rate and jitter. The Real-Time 
Execution Trace Toolkit was used on the CVI platform, whereas the Task Execution Time log 
was used in the Matlab XPC platform. 
4.1.4 Motor Calibration 
 The motor input-output characteristics were obtained by building a simple flow loop and 
recording the input signal duty cycle and the rotor speed. Rotor speed was measured using 
the speed estimator discussed in section 3.4 and confirmed using a Fluke 85V in frequency 
counter mode. To obtain a direct measurement, an Extech 461920 laser tachometer was 
used while operating in air.  
4.1.5 Power Consumption 
 Electrical power consumption was calculated by measuring the voltage across the 
component under analysis as well as the current flowing through it. With this information, the 
following principle was applied: 
 
/»¼ S ½»¾:x¿   ÀÁ: (81)  
For instances with combined direct and alternating current, such as in the AMB coils, the 
root-mean-squared (RMS) voltage and current were measured and added to the DC 
  
component. Current measurement devices included digital multimeters, and a 
current probe. 
Figure 38: Location
4.2 System Model Validation
 The system model was first validated in air since it assumes very small fluidic damping. 
Similar tests were performed in water to verify this assumption, however the though 
investigation of fluidic effects falls outside of the scope of this research. 
4.2.1 Transient Response 
 The analysis of transient response was based on the comparison between simulated 
and experimental response to a stair function. A stair function can be used to measure 
system characteristics that can be accomplished with a step functi
benefit of measuring outputs over a relative large rotor displacement. Rise time, overshoot, 
and settling time of the closed
also for tuning controller parameters offline. 
required to stabilize the rotor at different radial positions can be used for calculating the radial 
stiffness in the direction of the stair. 
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 of voltage and current proves within LVAD prototype.
 
 
on, with the additional 
-loop response are useful for updating the system model, 
When using a stair function, the average force 
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Fluke 80i-110s 
 
 
and 
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 Four experiments were run to account for the linear motion on the x and y axes, as well 
as about them (θx and θy). The stair itself was a reference signal from -60 to 60 µm in steps 
of 20 µm in the linear direction, and from -1.5 to 1.5mrad (miliradians) in steps of 0.5mrad for 
conical displacements. Post-processing consisted of visual inspection between simulations 
and experimental response followed by changes on the system model parameters to 
minimize the difference between them. Once they were similar, measurements were taken to 
define step response characteristics. Stiffness calculations consisted of finding the rate of 
change of average force over the rotor displacement. The levitation force was averaged once 
the system had settled from the step to avoid the effect of transients. 
 
 
Figure 39: System Model Validation Experiments 
 
4.2.2 Frequency Domain 
 The main method for estimating the open-loop frequency response of the plant 
consisted of applying a sinusoidal sweep as an input and recording the system outputs to 
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generate Bode diagrams. Similar methods are used in for structural vibration analysis as well 
as for magnetic bearing system identification (Lim, et al. 2009). The input sinusoids had fixed 
amplitude and time-varying frequency. In addition to the sweeps (or chirps): used for system 
identification, additional trials were performed for tuning the best amplitude and frequency 
range. Initially, the system’s bandwidth was found by sweeping over a maximum range (0-
2500Hz) which is the maximum safely modulated at 5 kHz. Once the bandwidth was found 
the system was swept from 1Hz to a decade over the system’s bandwidth, which is 
approximately from 1 to 1200Hz swept linearly over 40 s. The amplitude was set at 100µm 
because it provided a clear rotor displacement without touching the housing walls. 
 
 Chirps were administered along the linear and rotational directions in the x-z and y-z 
planes totaling four. The two linear experiments consisted of applying equal forces along 
each axes in the front and the rear. Due to symmetry, the resultant displacement along the 
axes involves minimum rotation. For the two rotational experiments, the front force was 
opposite to the rear resulting in a couple that pivots the rotor about its center. 
 
 Post-processing consisted of direct comparison between the simulated and 
experimental output time history and the construction of Bode plots. A Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) of the input and output signal was used for generating magnitude and 
phase response diagrams. The DC components of the signals were subtracted and a 
Hamming window was applied to avoid signal leaking errors. In order to reduce noise, raw 
data was filtered backwards and forward in time using a fourth order Butterworth low-pass 
filter set at 1500Hz. The amplitude plot was expressed as the ratio of the output over the 
input amplitude in decibels plotted against the frequency in hertz. Phase plots were plotted in 
degrees against the frequency in the same units and range as amplitude. 
4.3 System Performance 
 Overall system performance was measured in terms of maximum system capabilities 
and in terms of efficiency. Maximum capacity analysis includes the steady-state fluidic 
parameters the pump has to be able to sustain and semi-quantitative analysis in terms of 
robustness towards external influence. This type of analysis does not consider the power 
required to achieve these parameters. Efficiency analysis looks at the system at a fixed 
operating point (6 L/min and 80mmHg), and includes electrical and processing power 
consumption. The optimal bearing control system would be able to deliver the greatest range 
  
of maximum capability at the lowest energy 
29. A Validyne DP15 pressure sensor and a
as items 5 and 6, respectively
Figure 
4.3.1 Maximum Capacity 
Table 
Criteria 
Operating range 
Tolerance to rotation  
Drop Test 
Pulsatile tolerance 
 
 The operating range in terms of pressure, flow, rate and rotor speed was defined 
maximum pressure and flow rate without touching the housing 
4krpm until the maximum speed. Wall contact was detected by listening at the device from 8 
inches way. (Tapping produces a 
were kept constant in order while
(maximum flow rate) to the close
Speed increments ware 500rpm until the
maximum speed was recorded even if
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consumption. The test loop is described in Figure 
n EMTEC DigiFlow30E-1 flow meter
. 
40: Pulsatile and fluidic test flow loop. 
7: Maximum Capacity Tests Summary 
Metric 
Maximum flow, pressure and speed 
Orbit size 
 
Maximum pulsatility index 
walls of each 
loud clear tapping noise at the operating speed.)Speeds 
 flow resistance was increased from being fully open 
st to fully shut as the system allowed (maximum pressure). 
 maximum speed was detected. The 
 it was not a factor of 500.  
68 
 were used 
 
as the 
speed starting at 
actual 
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 In order to quantify tolerance to rotation, the front and rear HESA orbit sizes, i.e., the 
amplitude of the signals, were recorder at different speeds. This test was performed while the 
flow resistance is fully open. The shaking test consists of having someone hold the pump 
vertically (z-axis along the horizontal) and shaking it up and down at approximately one cycle 
per second at fixed and steady amplitude. The amplitude is increased until instability is 
detected. The maximum amplitude is recorded as the metric.  
 
 The strategy for quantifying tolerance to external pulsatile flow source was defined as 
the maximum pulsatile index while pumping at 6200rpm without wall contact. The pulsatility 
index, PI, is defined as the ration between peak to peak flow variation to the mean flow rate 
(source). 
 
/0 S 14 Y 145123  (82)  
A pneumatic ventricular simulator set at 42% diastole and 70 bpm and variable PI was used 
for this test. The pump was set at 6200 rpm and 80mmHg starting at zero peak-to-peak flow 
variation (ventricular simulator off). The PI was increased until instability was detected. The 
maximum PI without wall contact was recorded. 
4.3.1 Efficiency 
The fluidic power generated by the pump, i.e. the product of the flow rate and the pressure 
across the pump, was used to calculate electro-mechanical efficiency with respect to the 
power total power consumption as well as the motor power consumption. 
 
Table 8: Efficiency Tests Summary 
Criteria Metric 
Power Consumption Motor and AMB current and voltage while pumping at different 
speeds 
Efficiency Ratio of fluidic power to total and motor power 
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5 Results 
 This chapter is divided into three sections. 5.1 deals with calibration of individual 
components, the results of the experiments described in 4.1. Section 5.2 presents the results 
of the complete system being controlled by the algorithms developed in 3.3 and 3.4. Section 
5.3 contains the results of the experimental validation of the system model presented in 3.1 
based on the experiments described in 4.2. Finally, an overall system analysis working within 
a physiological model is presented in 5.4. 
5.1 Subcomponent Performance 
5.1.3 Calibration Summary 
Table 9: Subcomponent Specifications 
Item Calibration Constants Calibration Units 
HESA sensitivity Hs 1.01E-3* m/V 
(Equation 28) Hz -60 to 60* µm 
Quantized DAQ Bias Ch1 – front x 65/4096 V 
 Ch2 – rear x -13/4096 V 
 Ch3 – front x 59/4096 V 
 Ch4 – front x 62/4096 V 
Execution Period LoopRate 200 +/- 0.5 µs 
AMB  Electromagnet 0.96 N/A 
(Equation 32) Amplifier 0.346 A/% duty 
Motor KM 0.0142 % duty/krpm 
(Equation 80) φMo 4.5 % duty 
* values multiplied by the 4-by-4 or 4-by-1identity matrices, depending of usage. 
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5.1.2 Calibration Results 
Rotor Position Sensors 
 An R-squared value of 0.999 from the MCD tests shows that the HE voltage to distance 
relationship is highly linear. 
 
Figure 41: MCD radial mapping of a HE sensor. 
 The MCD single-sensor calibration values for the magnets in the prototype’s rotor are 
2.02 and 2.01 mm/V for the front and the rear, respectively. This number was confirmed 
using laser position sensors, which outputted 1.05 and 0.97 +/- 0.01 mm/V for dual sensors. 
 
Figure 42: HE sensor and laser outputs used to confirm sensitivity calibrations. 
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Active Magnetic Bearing 
 
 Figure 44 was used to obtain the electromagnet calibration constant, which was 
estimated to be 0.96 +/-0.5 N/A based on a linear regression on the data. A small, but 
important non-linearity was identified; no output was observed when the input was below 
0.28 A. This was identified as a dead zone (Khalil, Common Nonlinearities 2002). The 
importance of the dead zone lies its ability prevent the controller from exerting small forces 
unto the rotor. If the rotor is to levitate at a point (the physical center if all components are 
perfect) where all the radial stiffness forces are close to equilibrium, the control necessary to 
keep it there is theoretically zero or very small. It the controller lacks the ability to exert small 
forces, the rotor will keep moving until a control force outside the dead zone is computed. 
With all other variables fixed, the larger the dead zone, the larger the chatter amplitude of the 
rotor near its desired position. No saturation was observed in the complete investigation 
range (0 to 5.5 N.) The maximum current was kept below 6 A to prevent coil damage due to 
coil temperature. 
 
 
Figure 43: Electromagnet calibration results. 
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Figure 44: Amplifier Calibration Results. 
 
 The amplifier calibration for each H-bridge was found by applying a firs-order 
regression on the linear range of Figure 34. The Acroname S247 amplifier with higher 
capacity (calibration constant of 0.346 +/-0.05 A per duty cycle percent) and less saturation 
(+/- 11N) was used in the prototype because the controller was designed assuming 
unconstrained output. Software limits on duty cycle, minimum and maximum of 30 and 70%, 
respectively, were applied in order to stay within the linear range. The output at 50% duty 
cycle was zero. 
 
 Assuming symmetry, based on the fact that the AMBs were build identical pieces and 
both coils had the same number of turns, the combined output calibration is. 
  S 3.02± \Á:>À>À¾ %Ã ^ (83)  
 where I is the 4-by-4 identity matrix, and 3.02 is the inverse of the product between the 
amplifier and electromagnet calibrations. 
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 Wall break away force was measured using a manual force gauge to be in the range of 
1 to1.5 Lbf (4.4–6.7 N). The AMBs are capable of delivering these forces between 30 and 
70% duty cycle. 
 
HE Sensor Noise 
 
 Amplitude spectrum of the HE sensor output was calculated in the absence of rotor 
motion to observe the effects of interference-type noise. Using the HESA sensitivity values 
obtained from previous experiments, it is possible to express the interference in terms of fake 
rotor displacement signals. Random interference is perceived as 0.03 µm of motion across 
all the frequencies investigated (0-2500 Hz). Two peak influences occur in the 0-100Hz 
range at 20 and at 60Hz, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 45: Amplitude spectrum of HESA output with AMBs on or off. 
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Figure 24 also shows that the 20-Hz peak is not present in the absence of AMB activity. The 
rear HESA is physically closer to the AMB coils. Figure 47shows that this influence is 
inversely proportional to the distance between the AMBs and the sensor arrays. 
 
 
Figure 46: Influence of distance 
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Motor 
 
 
Figure 47: Motor controller input signal and resultant rotor speed. 
 
 Figure 36 was applied in order to tune the integral controller presented in Section 3.4. 
For control purposes, however, the linear fit must put in terms of duty revolutions per minute 
because the error is calculated those units. Additionally, the resultant gain was divided by ten 
in order to achieve a slow convergence time. The integral gain is then: 
 
% S 1Q10R   7.04 S 0.0142 (84)  
where KM has the units of percent duty per krpm, and 
 DE S 4.5 (85)  
which is approximately midway between the slowest and main operational speed. 
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5.2 Levitation& Rotation 
5.2.1 Levitation and Rotation in Air 
 The matrices of the state-space system model were populated using Appendix D: 
 
State Matrix, A : 
          [ 0            0            0            0            1            0            0            0 
            0            0            0            0            0            1            0            0 
            0            0            0            0            0            0            1            0 
            0            0            0            0            0            0            0            1 
  1.2153e+5       0            0            0            0            0            0            0 
            0  5.7198e+4       0            0            0            0            0            0 
            0            0  1.2153e+5       0            0            0            0            0 
            0            0            0  8.5797e+4       0            0            0            0] 
 
Input Matrix, B: 
           [0            0            0            0 
            0            0            0            0 
            0            0            0            0 
            0            0            0            0 
      9.0909    9.0909        0            0 
   4.703e+2  -4.703e+2    0            0 
            0            0       9.0909    9.0909 
            0            0    -4.703e+2  4.703e+2] 
 
Output Matrix, C: 
           [1     3.165e-2         0            0            0            0            0            0 
            1    -3.165e-2         0            0            0            0            0            0 
            0            0              1     -3.1650e-2    0            0            0            0 
            0            0              1      3.1650e-2    0            0            0            0] 
 
Feed forward Matrix, D: 
[0     0     0     0 
     0     0     0     0 
     0     0     0     0 
     0     0     0     0] 
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 Controllability and observability were confirmed using conditions (56) and (57) 
respectively. The matrices were computed the following Matlab script: 
 
Obv = [C; C*A; C*A^2; C*A^3; C*A^4; C*A^5; C*A^6; C*A^7]; 
rank(Obv) 
 
Ctr = [B A*B A^2*B A^3*B A^4*B A^5*B A^6*B A^7*B]; 
rank(Obv) 
 
which outputs 8 for both matrices, thus confirming both of the conditions. 
 
 The open-loop state matrix eigenvalues include positive values in the order of 200, 
indicating instability: 
Eigenvalue      Damping     Freq. (rad/s)   
  3.49e+002    -1.00e+000      3.49e+002     
 -3.49e+002     1.00e+000      3.49e+002     
  2.39e+002    -1.00e+000      2.39e+002     
 -2.39e+002     1.00e+000      2.39e+002     
  3.49e+002    -1.00e+000      3.49e+002     
 -3.49e+002     1.00e+000      3.49e+002     
  2.93e+002    -1.00e+000      2.93e+002     
 -2.93e+002     1.00e+000      2.93e+002     
 
 The LQR proportional state feedback, KLQR, was computed based on the A and B 
matrices: 
[ 8730.841 316.1902 273.1607 6.753169 -2.32E-08 -1.51E-12 -1.11E-09 -1.72E-12 
8730.841 316.1902 -273.161 -6.75317 -2.38E-08 -1.67E-12 -1.17E-09 -1.73E-12 
-7.79E-09 1.92E-13 3.08E-09 6.77E-13 8730.841 316.1902 -303.546 -6.75474 
-7.92E-09 -2.40E-13 3.17E-09 6.89E-13 8730.841 316.1902 303.546 6.754735] 
        
The optimal closed-loop eigenvalues for proportional state feedback (PD control) are: 
Eigenvalue      Damping     Freq. (rad/s) 
-5.74e+003     1.00e+000      5.74e+003 
-5.74e+003     1.00e+000      5.74e+003 
-6.32e+003     1.00e+000      6.32e+003 
-6.32e+003     1.00e+000      6.32e+003 
-6.48e+000     1.00e+000      6.48e+000 
-6.48e+000     1.00e+000      6.48e+000 
-3.16e+001     1.00e+000      3.16e+001 
-3.16e+001     1.00e+000      3.16e+001 
The system is theoretically stable. 
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Letting, 
% S T10 1 0 010 Y1 0 00 0 10 Y10 0 10 1 U 
 
The closed-loop eigenvalues under PID control are: 
 
Eigenvalue      Damping     Freq. (rad/s)   
-5.74e+003     1.00e+000      5.74e+003     
 -6.48e+000     1.00e+000      6.48e+000     
 -6.32e+003     1.00e+000      6.32e+003     
 -5.74e+003     1.00e+000      5.74e+003     
 -6.32e+003     1.00e+000      6.32e+003     
 -6.48e+000     1.00e+000      6.48e+000     
 -4.89e-003     1.00e+000      4.89e-003     
 -3.16e+001     1.00e+000      3.16e+001     
 -3.16e+001     1.00e+000      3.16e+001     
 -4.89e-003     1.00e+000      4.89e-003     
 -4.71e-003     1.00e+000      4.71e-003     
 -4.71e-003     1.00e+000      4.71e-003     
 
This also indicates stability.  
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 Figure 49 shows a time progression of the rotor center as it starts to levitate from the 
housing wall. The 90% rise occurs approximately at 0.1s from the start of the levitation 
control algorithm. The reference coordinates for the front were (20,-20) µm to facilitate 
visualization, but the controller is effective over a wide range of reference values. 
 
Figure 48: Levitation startup in air (time history). 
 
Figure 49: Levitation startup in air (radial view). 
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 As the rotor spins, the HESA output follows an orbit, whose amplitude is directly 
proportional to its rotational speed. For rotation in air, the orbit diameter is approximately 75 
µm for 7000 rpm, and 100 µm for 11krpm. For both of these cases, the rotor remains away 
from the housing walls. 
 
 
Figure 50: Front rotation orbits in air. 
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5.2.2 Levitation and Rotation in Fluid 
 Rotational orbits also occur in water. Figure 56 shows sensor outputs at 6500 rpm. The 
orbit centers are (-20,75) µm in the front and (5,90) µm in the rear. These centers are not 
necessarily the reference position, which was set at (0,60) and (0,0) µm for the front and 
rear, respectively. 
 
Figure 51:Rotation orbits of the front (top) and rear (bottom).  
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 When seen in the time domain, the orbits appear as sinusoids with a period equal to 
the impeller’s rotational speed. In the case of Figure 55, the period is 9.2 ms, which is 
equivalent to 6500 rpm.  
 
 
Figure 52:Sensor output at 6500rpm. 
(blue=x, green=y; top: rotor front bottom: rotor rear) 
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 Control effort also follows sinusoids while spinning in water. Figure 54 shows the forces 
(plant inputs) while spinning at 6500 rpm. Three of the four inputs have an amplitude of 5N 
and are centered at approximately zero, whereas the fourth, rear-y, has an amplitude of 
approximately 7.5 N and it is centered about 2.5N. 
 
 
Figure 53:Control Effort at 6500 rpm. 
(blue=x, green=y; top: rotor front bottom: rotor rear) 
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 Levitation startup in water follows precise tracking of the reference position: (0,60) µm 
front and (0,0) µm rear. 
 
Figure 54: Levitation startup of the front (top) and rear (bottom). 
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 When the controller is tuned for operation in water, levitation happens almost twice as 
fast as levitation in air with a settling time of 0.045s. However, there’s an overshoot of 30% 
(rear-y) to 130% (front-x).  
 
Figure 55:Levitation startup time history: 
(blue=x, green=y; top: rotor front; bottom: rotor rear)  
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Startup is characterized by sudden forces in the initial control iterations (likely due to 
initialization of variables). However, motion doesn’t occur until 0.02s for the front-x and 0.015 
for the front-y. The force then is approximately 3N. For the rear, motion doesn’t occur until 
approximately 0.09s with a force of 5N.  
 
 
Figure 56:Startup control effort. 
(blue=x, green=y; top: rotor front; bottom: rotor rear) 
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Figure 57 shows the HESA amplitude spectrum while operating in blood. 
 
Figure 57:HESA amplitude spectrum at different rotational frequencies. 
 
Figure 58:Waterfall plot of the position sensors’ main dynamic region at 0 and 2.5-5.5krpm. 
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Figure 59:Waterfall plot of secondary HESA spectrum peaks. 
 
Table 10: Peak amplitudes and frequencies of HESA output while operating in blood. 
Speed 
[rpm] 
First Peak 
[Hz]/ [µm] 
Second Peak 
[Hz]/ [µm] 
Third Peak 
[Hz]/ [µm] 
0 25.1/1.88 50.7/0.26 1989/0.26 
2500 40.4/10.6 121.3/1.56 1658/1.60 
3000 50.2/15.4 150.5/0.94 1672/1.36 
3500 58.1/11.0 116.2/0.46 1689/1.61 
4000 66.6/26.7 133.2/0.86 1696/1.76 
4500 75.0/27.6 224.9/0.29 1684/1.47 
5000 83.2/42.5 166.4/0.38 1710/0.72 
5500 91.5/47.3 141.8/0.75 640.5/1.15 
6000 100/48.3 50.22/1.57 700.1/1.13 
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5.3 Model Validation 
5.3.1 Modeling Response in Air 
The matrices for the state-space system model were updated using experimental data. Once 
the best approximates for the matrix entries were measured, the response to a step funciton 
was used to confirm and further adjust the system model. Figure64 shows the experimental 
response to a 20µm step from the zero postion and three different responses using models 
of the form: 
 
F S F _ Ä   I (86)  
where Bf is a scalar factor. The best fit was obtained using Bf= 0.63. The step input 
constitutes the only input to the simulation, which causes the response to be smooth. 
Experimental data includes the rotor motion in addition to sensor noise as well as the 
response induced by it. 
 
Figure60:Experimental and simulated response of rotor center along x-axis. 
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 The linear stiffness calculated using the plots below were -13.2, -10.5, and -16 kN/m for 
the original system model, updated system model, and experimental rig, respectively. The 
simulation does not account for start-up dynamics (zero time). The linear offset was 25.5 µm. 
 
Figure 61:Experimental and simulated response (state along x-axis) 
 
Figure62:Experimental and simulated effort (state along x-axis)  
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 Experimental stiffness measurements vary with rotor angular positon abot the z-axis. 
This is an indication of the effect of asymmetries which were not modeled. 
 
Figure 63:Linear stiffness (top) and offset force 
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5.3.2 Frequency Response & Effect of Water 
 Figure 65 shows the experimental and simulated response to a chirp function sweeping 
from 1 to100Hz in air and water. The peak response occurs at approximately 1.7 to 2 
seconds the frequency range during this time is 35 to 41 Hz. The instance where the output 
(rotor center along x) amplitude equals the reference amplitude occurs at approximately 4.3 s 
(89Hz) for the simulation and air, and 2.5s (52Hz) for water. 
 
 
Figure 65: Response to a chirp of amplitude 20 µm in air and in water. 
 
 The position trajectory of the simulated response matches experimental data in air 
better than water.   
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 The sum of the front and rear x-forces was used as the input to the following Bode 
diagram of the center of the rotor along x. The gain near the DC component (<20Hz) was 
used to estimate the stiffness of the system. The simulation stiffness, -83dB, is equivalent to 
14.1kN/m, which closer to air (-86 dB/19.9kN/m), than to water (-93dB/44.6kN/m). 
 
Figure 66:Bode plot of rotor center as an output to force along.  
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 The frequency response of the output with respect to the reference position input is 
presented in Figure 67. The gain and phase margin for air and the simulated response are 
approximately -9 dB and +10 deg, respectively. For water, the phase margin is approximately 
100 deg. The gain margin could not be estimated appropriately due to noise. It s also 
possible to observe a gain in the air and simulated magnitude line at about 35 to 40 Hz, no 
such distinction can be made in the water magnitude line. 
 
 
Figure 67: Bode plot of rotor center as an output to the reference chirp along x. 
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5.4 Overall Performance 
 The results on this section were obtained using the two controllers developed in 
Chapter 3 after they were experimentally tuned to achieve the maximum speed. Once tuned, 
both the hardware and control laws were kept constant across all the tests. The tuning 
parameters were set as specified in Table 11. The range column includes the maximum and 
minimum value tested as the given parameter was tuned. 
 
Table 11: Controller parameters after experimental tuning 
Parameter-PID Value (range) Parameter-SMC Value(range) 
    
Proportional Gain 4.5 (0.1—6) Saturation LimitsΦ 1.0e-5 (100—1e-5) 
Derivative Gain 0.35 (0.01—0.5) Sliding Condition Gain, Æ 50 (1e-5—50) 
Integral Gain 0 (-1—3) Error Weight, ³ 4 (1—6) 
Front Rear Balance 3 (0.5—3.5) Multiplicative Uncertainty, Δ 0.40 (0.1—0.45) 
x-y Balance 1 (0.5—1.5)   
Overall Gain 0.7 (0.02—1.1)   
Front Dead Zone 0.7 (0—2.5) Front Dead Zone 2 (0—2.5) 
Rear Dead Zone 1.5 (0—2.5) Rear Dead Zone 2.2 (0—2.5) 
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5.4.1 Operating Range 
 The maximum fluidic operating points (pressure, and flow rate) of both controllers at 
different speeds are presented in Figure 68. A line was interpolated in between the extreme 
points because the line shapes depend on the geometry of the components and not 
necessarily on the control laws. The discrepancies between the at 5500 and 6000rpm may 
be attributed to error on pressure or flowrate measurements, and, to a lesser extent, to 
changes in pump performance due to rotational orbits altering the nominal gap between 
impeller and housing. The gold line delimits the maximum rotational speed, which was 6500 
and 6300rpm for PID and SMC, respectively. 
 
 
Figure 68: Operating range using PID (green) and SMC (gray). 
Constant velocity lines are solid for PID and dotted for SMC. 
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5.4.2 Tolerance to Rotation 
 As mentioned previously, the rotational orbit is a function of rotor rpm. The top edge of 
each graph in Figure 69 represents the distance to the closest wall (140 and 210µm for the 
front and the rear, respectively). If the orbit size equals or exceeds this value there will be 
physical contact between the impeller and the housing. 
 
 
Figure69:HESA orbit size with respect to rotor speed using PID control. 
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5.4.3 Tolerance to Sudden Acceleration (Drop Test) 
 
Figure 70:Time history showing four consecutive 3-inch drops while pumping at 6.2krpm. 
 
Figure 71:Distance between peak response and the wall as result to drop. 
(Drop heights appear in inches appear in the x-axis)   
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5.4.4 Tolerance to Pulsation 
 The maximum Pulsatility Index (PI) tolerated by the system under PID control while 
pumping 6 lpm of water at 82 mmHg was 0.199. The rotational speed at that point was 
6180rpm. Under similar conditions, i.e. 5.84lpm at 82.8mmHg and 6190rpm, the maximum PI 
tolerated under SMC was 0.05. 
5.4.5 Efficiency 
 The motor power consumption remains essentially the same regardless of the 
magnetic bearings controller. The bearings themselves perform differently depending on the 
controller. SMC tends to use approximately 10% more power over the 0-5500rpm range. 
However, at 6300rpm, the power consumption is identical. 
 
 
Figure 72: Motor and magnetic bearing power consumption. 
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 Figure 73 shows the efficiency calculated with respect to the total power (including 
magnetic bearings,) and with respect to the motor power consumption which is more directly 
linked to conversion of electrical energy to mechanical. 
 
 
Figure73: Electromechanical efficiency curves using PID and SMC control. 
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 The switching action of the sliding mode controller (SMC) can be seen in Figure 74. 
After levitation is achieved (at approximately 0.023 s,) the SMC control effort switches from 
extreme opposites. This is known as ‘bang-bang’’ control. PID control effort changes lees 
abruptly. 
 
 
Figure 74: Startup force time history. 
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6 Conclusions 
 The overall blood pump development includes numerous efforts. This thesis deals with 
one of these, the development of controllers to achieve rotor stability during magnetic 
levitation. This included theoretical modeling, numerical simulation, and deployment of the 
model, which can be summarized as follows: 
 
• The selection, design, and implementation of two magnetic bearing control algorithms. 
• A motor speed control algorithm. 
• An experimentally-validated system model. 
• The selection of the control platform  
• Calibration off input/output hardware. 
• Control algorithm experimental deployment 
• Characterization and empirical comparison of the two algorithms 
 
 This chapter begins with an overall description of the outcome of this work with respect 
to the control specifications defined in Chapter 1. A comparison between the two control 
algorithms developed in Chapter 3 is presented in section 6.2 to address considerations 
specific to rotor stability. Section 6.3 deals with the differences between the controller 
parameters before and after experimental tuning. Sections 6.4 and 6.5 are a discussion of 
the validity and limitations of the idealized system characteristics versus the physical system, 
from a system dynamics perspective (6.4) as well as hardware (6.5). Finally, a brief 
introduction to future work is presented in Section 6.6. 
6.1 Design Requirements Outcome 
 This pump design includes aspects that make it unique within the realm of adult 
ventricular assist devices. This includes the advantages of magnetic bearings in terms of 
friction and blood preservation, as well the ability to measure fluidic parameters intrinsically 
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and non-invasively. The design, however, counts on relatively large fluid and magnetic gaps, 
low wire count, and the ability to withstand sensor noise. This gave this research a significant 
engineering component which consisted on meeting pump and control specifications in the 
midst of the design challenges. The control system specifications in Table 4 were 
successfully met by both of PID control and SMC as summarized in Table 12. However, as 
discussed in section 1.4.2, the control design requirements were less strict than the device 
specifications in Table 2 to facilitate the pump’s proof of concept. The relaxed specifications 
allowed up to 300W in of power consumption (instead of 10W) and completely omitted 
reliability requirements.  All of the control specifications were met by both control laws tested, 
as summarized in the following table. 
 
Table 12: Control specifications summary 
Specification Desired (Table 3)  Experimentally Obtained   
    
Basic Levitation Zero Position  Coordinate Position Tracking, Including Zero 
Rotation 6000rpm 6000rpm 
Pumping 6 Lpm at 80mmHg 6 Lpm at 80mmHg  
Drop Test 1-3 in 1-3 in 
Pulsation  70bpm at 40% systole 70-120bpm at 40-55% systole 
Speed Range 3000–6000rpm 2500—6500rpm 
Speed Accuracy +/- 10% +/- 10% over 0.5 to 8 Lmp range 
Power Consumption 300W <150W  
 
6.2 System-Level Performance and Controller Comparison 
 The overall performance tests show a slight advantage to using PID control. This 
includes tuning at a 3% higher maximum velocity, better tolerance to pulsatility, and 4% less 
power usage at the operating point. These discrepancies are just above measurement 
uncertainties (see Appendix B), and can be attributed mainly to a single factor: the difference 
between the model used to calculate the sliding mode control effort, which works best in air, 
and the actual system model response in fluid. Considering that the power usage must be 
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decrease by a full order of magnitude to be acceptable, this observed 4% difference is 
negligible. 
 
Table 13: Overall performance results summary. 
Specification PID SMC 
   
Tolerance To Rotation   
Max Speed 6500rpm 6300rpm 
Max Orbit 
(front/rear) 
100/140µm 110/140µm 
Operating Range*   
Pressure [30-45/46-60/55-72/69-90/80-112/95-122] [30-45/46-60/55-72/69-85/80-95/90-92] 
Flow Rate [3.3-0/4.3-0 /4.7-0 /5.3-0  /5.9-0.1/6.3-1.5] [3.3-0/4.3-0 /4.7-0 /5.3-0  /5.9-0.1/6.3-1.5] 
Tolerance to Sudden 
Acceleration** 
  
Min. Distance To 
Wall (front/rear) 
(0/75)µm (0/80)µm 
Tolerance to Pulsatility   
Max Pulsatility Index 0.199 0.05 
Efficiency   
Power Input (total)  107W 112W 
(bearings/motor) 67/40 72/40 
Efficiency (total) 1.4% 1.2% 
* Extremes at each speed for 4000/4500/5000/5500/6000/max. rpm. 
** After a 3-inch horizontal drop 
 
 Modeling affects sliding mode control in the following way: If the system model is 
inaccurate, the majority of the control effort will be provided by the switching part of the 
sliding mode controller. This means that the controller will be in a “bang-bang” state as 
opposed to feedback linearization (Figure 74). Control effort switching, i.e. alternating 
between forces in opposite direction, achieves stability, but it does so at high power 
consumption. This was seen when tuning SMC, which performed better (achieved higher 
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rpm) after decreasing the control saturation parameter and the modeling uncertainty factor 
(see Table 11). 
 
 The experimental validation of SMC using dynamic inversion of a non-square influence 
matrix is a significant outcome of this project. The particular method used here, though 
derived and simulated (R. Schkoda 2007), had not been experimentally applied prior to this 
work. This investigation provides a empirical confirmation of the validity of the method using 
a MIMO system. 
6.3 Experimental, Simulated and Theoretical Values 
 The theoretical and experimental evidence for levitation was shown as part of the 
results, but it is interesting to consider the differences between theory and experimentation in 
terms of the operating parameters. Both of which are presented in Table 13. 
 
 Gain parameters for operation in air were much closer to the nominal values than those 
used for pumping water. Some of the differences can be attributed to two factors: first, the 
experimental gains were tuned to add robustness to rotation, and second, the model used for 
the development was an initial estimate. Rotation demands additional rotor stiffness, which 
was obtained by increasing proportional and front gains in PID control. SMC required 
relatively large dead zone additive factor in order to reduce rotational orbit diameter. Also, 
LQR gains were calculated using the initial estimate of the model, i.e. the system model 
before experimental update, because the model could not be experimentally updated in the 
absence of a controller because the physical system is unstable. Modeling also explains the 
difference between the nominal and experimental values for SMC parameters, which were 
obtained via simulation using the model updated in air. Operation in water includes 
gyroscopic and hydrodynamic effects which were not accounted for in the system model. 
This requires the saturation limits to be “loosened” (decreased) and the modeling 
multiplicative uncertainty to be increased. 
 
 Table 13 shows the tuning parameters for the controllers. In the case of PID the gains, 
the numbers shown are scaling factors with respect to the LQR gains calculated in Section 
5.2.1. For example, the overall gain is a uniform scaling of all the entries of the LQR gain 
matrix.  
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Table 14: Comparison between nominal and experimental control parameters 
Parameter Nominal Experimental 
Air (spinning)  
Experimental 
Water (pumping)  
PID control    
Proportional Gain 1 1.2 4.5 
Derivative Gain 1 0.05 0.35 
Integral Gain 0 or 1 1.4 0 
Front Rear Balance 1 1 3 
x-y Balance 1 1 1 
Overall Gain 1 1 0.7 
Front Dead Zone 0 0 0.7 
Rear Dead Zone 0 0 1.5 
SMC     
Saturation Limits Φ 100 — 1.00E-05 
Sliding Condition Gain, Æ 0.01 — 50 
Error Weight, ³ 6 — 4 
Multiplicative Uncertainty, Δ 0.2 — 0.4 
Front Dead Zone 0 —x 2.2 
Rear Dead Zone 0 — 2 
 
 The experimental derivative gain is much less than the nominal value. This came as a 
consequence of noise because as the gain increased, the system became unstable. In 
water, the additional fluid damping made the system more robust to high-frequency noise 
allowing the gain to be set at higher value. 
6.4 System Model Validity and Limitations 
 The system model provides an accurate description of the system dynamics under the 
assumptions of linearity, small displacements, absence of cross-coupling, symmetry, and the 
absence of fluidic damping. This model was accurate enough to obtain controllers capable of 
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levitation in air. The results were obtained after experimentally updating the plant? model by 
scaling the B matrix. This is shown in the time and frequency response comparison between 
simulations and experimentation.  
 
 However, the system model is limited to response in air. The system’s reference-to-
position frequency response magnitude clearly shows significantly more damping when 
operating in water. This additional damping is helpful for stability, but directly opposes a 
major assumption in the derivation of the system model (negligible fluid damping), thus 
limiting the validity of the model in water. 
 
 An initial improvement to the model would consist on including the damping effects by 
updating the model damping parameters to resemble the experimental response in water 
during levitation without rotation. The force-to-position frequency response magnitude was 
used to estimate the system’s dynamic stiffness in the low dynamic range (0-50Hz). In air, 
this value is in the range of 19.9kN/m, which is close to static stiffness measured at 14 to 
17kN/m. The magnitude response in water suggests a stiffness of 44.6kN/m. This is 
indicative that the stiffness matrix would have to be updated as well to model water 
response.  
 
 A more complete system model would also include hydrodynamic and gyroscopic 
effects which would not only simulate response during levitation, but also would be able to 
recreate cross-coupling while the rotor spins. 
6.5 Hardware Considerations  
 The physical hardware was calibrated in order to use an idealized characterization of 
its behavior in simple mathematical terms. However, there are instances when the 
calibrations are not valid. These instances can be divided in terms of asymmetries and 
nonlinearities. Their understanding is useful in different ways. The asymmetries are important 
because, in practice, the methods demonstrated here (which are mainly focused in the linear 
displacement) will be applied to the entire pump. Likewise, the non-linear ranges can have 
an effect in overall performance and can be the limiting factor when trying to optimize the 
pump. 
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6.5.1 Linearity  
 Hall effect sensor arrays had a linear relationship between voltage and position over an 
adequate range of displacements as shown using the magnetic centering device (MCD), 
which means that only the slope between the voltage and position is needed to measure the 
position in center of the rotor. In order to find this sensitivity slope, a single sensor may be 
mapped with respect to a magnet, and the HESA sensitivity (mm/V) is half the initial value 
since it is the differenced output of two sensors. However, the influence of neighboring 
magnetic and paramagnetic components in the actual pump could alter the field generated 
by the HE magnet so that that external mapping would not hold for use in the prototype. This 
question was answered using an independent optical measurement of rotor position at two 
known locations while in the pump. The optical sensitivity confirmed that the external 
mapping holds when the rotor is inside the pump. This facilitates future production of the 
device, because it is easier (and faster) to simply map the magnet instead outside the pump 
using the MCD instead of having to calibrate the sensitivity once the pump has been 
completely assembled. 
 
 Active magnetic bearings have a linear range approximately from 6 to -6N. This region 
is free from force or amplifier saturation, and is broad enough force-wise to levitate the rotor 
and maintain it near the housing center during rotation. If a higher force is required, it can still 
be generated since the saturation observed past the linear region is not fully flat, but it 
continues to grow up to approximately 9N. However, the linear range is not fully continuous. 
The current-to-force calibration shows a dead zone near 0.3A. This is not favorable because 
it limits our ability to generate small forces, which are needed when the rotor is close to the 
center at a point where radial forces are near equilibrium. The problem could be solved using 
a bias excitation set slightly above the dead zone. This would require having an equal and 
opposite current in each of the opposing coils, and twice the control outputs. Such 
configuration, though acceptable in a laboratory setting, is not desirable on the final device 
as it implies eight additional wires being passed through the abdominal wall. The anti-dead 
zone block (a digital equivalent of bias current) increases performance, which may constitute 
evidence of the significance of this problem. However, this extra performance works at the 
expense of more power.  
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6.5.2 Asymmetries 
 The main identifiable asymmetries consist of stiffness, and sensor runout. There no 
particular instances of axial asymmetries although some of the results indicate differences in 
front orbit size when compared to the rear. Radial asymmetries were observed when 
measuring stiffness at different rotor angular position about the z-axis, and can also be seen 
in the Hall Effect magnet mappings. The consequences of these characteristics are rotational 
orbits, and changes in orbit center with speed. Previous observations show that the rotor 
levitates to different places which change as a function of rotor angular displacement the 
HESA output is the same despite of the different rotor locations. Runout is an instance where 
the sensor output does not correspond to an actual displacement, but is read as a 
displacement nevertheless. Any controller is going to try to compensate for this fake 
displacement, and it will end up inflicting motion instead of controlling it. Fortunately, the orbit 
sizes are small enough to allow pumping without contacting the walls. However, some power 
will be spent in trying to correct a synchronous disturbance due to the asymmetry. 
Furthermore synchronous disturbances, excite additional rotational modes as observed in 
Table 10 which may be a source of instability at certain speeds. 
 
 A positive consequence of rotational orbits is that they provide a way to measure the 
impeller rotational speed. This constitutes the very basis for the presented closed-loop motor 
control. The rotor speed measurement can also be used in combination to the displacement 
along the z-axis (used to measure pressure differential across the pump) to estimate flow 
rate. This is important for adjusting the pump output to fulfill a particular physiological 
demand. 
 
6.5.3 Noise  
 Noise has two important effects in the pump prototype: It puts a limit on the derivative 
gain that can be used to generate virtual damping, and it can produce false position readings 
if within the dynamic range. Derivatives tend to amplify the influence of noise, but filtering 
techniques are usually helpful when filtering hi-frequency noise. Interference in the dynamic 
frequency range is harder to deal with because the noise effect is going to appear like a 
position disturbance. The noise that generates these fake dynamics is likely induced by the 
AMB and it is likely that the noise induced in the 20 to 25Hz range produces a motion of a 
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similar frequency due to the controller trying to compensate for it. This may explain why there 
is 25Hz motion persistent through the Kalman filter.  
 
6.6 Future Work  
 This research shows the need for additional research geared towards fulfilling the 
device requirements listed in Table 2. These efforts will be facilitated by including the 
optimization of many of the aspects specified in this work. First, modeling can be helpful to 
develop more efficient control laws, such as adaptive and/or self-tuning control laws. Second, 
hardware optimization in terms of size reduction, assembly, and robustness will be helpful to 
achieve the desired system reliability. 
 
 An immediate next step towards improving the system model is to use empirical data to 
update the system parameters to dynamics in water. It is expected that the water-updated 
system will have additional damping and stiffness. Future models may also include advanced 
dynamics such as hydrodynamics, tribological, and gyroscopic effects. This would be 
possible by populating the cross-coupling terms of the second order model. The resulting 
skew-symmetrical matrices may include be speed-dependent terms, which would predict 
values of interest, such as orbit diameters. The use of numerical methods, currently used 
within the research group to model magnetism and fluid dynamics, may also be used to 
generate models integrating some of the more complex of the aforementioned effects. 
 
 Future research may also be focused on the improvement of PID and SMC control laws 
as well as the development of new control approaches. Some improvements, in addition to 
system model parameters, can include filtering and observation techniques, such as the 
Kalman filter which proved useful within this work. Adequate filtering will reduce power 
consumption by cancelling the effects of fake dynamics and/or synchronous disturbances. It 
is also possible to develop an adaptive law for the current controllers, which will maintain 
optimal operation by adjusting gains or system parameters as they change with time. 
Parameter monitoring may also be useful for beneficial elements beyond rotor stability. Two 
examples of this are error detection and correction, and the estimation of flow parameters. 
 
 Another area of future investigation is hardware. This includes system miniaturization 
as well as optimization of the active and passive components to improve pump performance. 
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Additional axial stiffness, for example, would increase the operating range in terms of 
pressure which was often limited by the front of the controller touching the inducer blades. 
Some aspects for miniaturization include making the pump itself smaller, and making the 
peripheral components more portable. The implementation of battery power and portable, 
low-power microcontrollers for processing are examples of these improvements. Lastly, the 
constant improvement of secondary components, such as wired connections, the electronics 
box layout, and others can collectively add to significant improvements in both performance 
and consistency. 
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Appendices 
Appendix A: Error Analysis 
 Experimental error can be addressed in multiple ways. This section contains basic 
information about the uncertainties of the equipment used to perform different measurements 
and to provide a brief reference to how these uncertainties affect the results. 
 
 The measurements necessary to track dynamic rotor position are obtained Hall Effect 
sensors which are calibrated and used according to the methods discussed in Section 4.1. 
The main use of these sensors is to ensure levitation and rotation without contacting the 
housing walls. Based on the HE sensor frequency spectrum, an estimate uncertainty of +/- 
2.5µm can be expected in the absence of any external influences. Impeller levitation and 
rotation can also be verified by visual and additive inspection as well as laser positioning 
sensors. The precision of the HE sensors is affected by multiple sources including, but not 
limited to: intrinsic sensor noise, interference-type noise, and data acquisition quantization. A 
complete uncertainty analysis, in theory, would include propagation effects from all the 
involved variables.  
 
 Additional measurements were used to determine the system-level performance 
values. Of these calculations, efficiency and pulsatility were subjected to standard error 
propagation analysis via Taylor series (Beckwith and Marangoni 1990). 
 XQ=o _ Δ=oR, Q=r _ Δ=rR, … , Q=5 _ Δ=5R
S XQ=o, =r … =5R _ δ=o ÉXÉ=o _ δ=r ÉXÉ=r _ Ê _ δ=5 ÉXÉ=5 _ "» 
              (A1) 
Here, f is the desired quantity, xi is a measurement needed to calculate it and δxi is its 
uncertainty. Ho is a term that combines the high order series sequence. 
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Instrument Uncertainties 
Power 
 DC Voltage: +/- 0.01 % 
 Direct Current: +/- 0.1% 
Fluidic 
 Pressure: +/- 1.5 mmHg 
 Flow rate (average): +/- 0.3 L/min 
 Flow rate (minimum and maximum over 3 pulses): +/- 0.1 L/min 
 
Pulsatility Index 
/0 S 14 Y 145123  
Using equation A1: 
δ/0 S Ë123 É/0É123 _ Ë14 É/0É14 _ Ë145 É/0É145 
 
Efficiency 
Æ S /Ä/3 S 123   Δ/4EbE*04EbE* _ Ì0Ì 
 
δÆ S Ë123 ÉÆÉ123 _ ËΔ/ ÉÆÉΔ/ _ Ë4EbE* ÉÆÉ4EbE* _ Ë04EbE* ÉÆÉ04EbE* _ ËÌ ÉÆÉÌ
_ Ë0Ì ÉÆÉ0Ì 
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Appendix B: Model Derivation Via LaGrange’s Equations 
Generalized 2D Coordinates Ío S >Î Ír S BÏ 
Inputs 1o S o _ r 1r S oo Y rr 
Kinetic Energy 
9 S 12 -Íor _ 12 $Írr 
Potential Energy 
; S 12 %oQÍo Y ÍroRr _ 12 %rQÍo Y ÍrrRr _ 12 %QÍo Y ÍrRr 
Energy Dissipation  
8 S 12 	
Íor _ 12 	Írr 
Lagrangean , S 9 Y ; 
, S 12 -Íor _ 12 0Írr Y 12 %oQÍo Y ÍroRr Y 12 %rQÍo Y ÍrrRr Y 12 %QÍo Y ÍrRr 
, S 12 -Íor _ 12 0Írr Y 12 %oÍor Y 2ÍoÍro _ Írror Y 12 %rÍor Y 2ÍoÍrr _ Írrrr
Y 12 %Íor Y 2ÍoÍr _ Írrr 
The equations of motion can be derived by applying Lagrange’s equation: >: f É9ÉÍg Y É9ÉÍ _ É8ÉÍ _ É;ÉÍ S 1 
 
Linear Component Derivatives É,ÉÍo S -Ío  : f É,ÉÍog S -Ío É,ÉÍo S Y%oÍo _ %oÍro Y %rÍo Ð %rÍrr Y %Ío Y %ÍrS YÍoQ%o _ %r _ %R _ ÍrQ%oo _ %rr Y %R 
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É8ÉÍo S 	
Ío 
Defining Lagrange’s equation: -Ío _ ÍoQ%o _ %r _ %R Y ÍrQ%oo _ %rr Y %R _ 	
Ío S 1o 
or -> Ï _ Q%o _ %r _ %R>Î _ Q%oo _ %rr Y %RBÎ _ 	
>Î S o _ r (A2) 
 
Rotational Component Derivatives É,ÉÍr S $Ír  : f É,ÉÍrg S $Ír É,ÉÍr S Y%oÍoo Y %oÍror _ %rÍor Y %rÍrrr Y %Ío Y %ÍrrS YÍoQ%oo _ %rr Y %R _ ÍrQ%oor _ %rrr _ %rR É8ÉÍr S 	Ír 
Defining Lagrange’s equation: $Ír Y ÍoQ%oo _ %rr Y %R _ ÍrQ%oor _ %rrr _ %rR _ 	Ír S 1r 
or $BÎ Y Q%oo _ %rr Y %R>Ï _ Q%oor _ %rrr _ %rRBÏ _ 	BÏ S oo Y rr  (A3) 
  
Equations A2 and A3 are the 2D equations of motion. 
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Appendix C: System Model Matrix Entries 
 
The following structure contains the values used for populating the system model’s matrices. 
 
Dimensions 
Rotor Mass: 0.1475 [Kg] 
Rotor Length: 0.06326 [m] 
Rotor Diameter: 0.0164 [m] 
Motor Location: 0 [m] 
AMBF Location: 0.01813 [m] 
AMBR Location: 0.01813 [m] 
 
Stiffness 
Motor Stiffness: -6648 [N/m] 
AMBF Stiffness: -3360 [N/m] 
AMBR Stiffness: -3360 [N/m] 
 
Damping 
Damping Linear: 0 [N s/m] 
Damping Rotational: 0[N m s] 
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Appendix D: Derivation of Three-Point Derivative 
We start with the recurrence relation of a parabola passing though three points, xk, xk-1 and 
xk-2, using Newton’s divided difference form (Faires and Burden 2003): 
 > S XQ=ÑR _ Q= Y =ÑRX=Ñ , =Ñzo _ Q= Y =ÑRQ= Y =ÑzoRX=, =Ñzo, =Ñzr > S XQ=ÑR _ Q= Y =ÑRX=Ñ , =Ñzo _ Q=r Y =Ñ= Y =Ñzo= _ =Ñ=ÑzoRX=, =Ñzo, =Ñzr  (A4) 
where 
X=Ñ , =Ñzo S X=Ñ Y X=Ñzo=Ñ Y =Ñzo  
and  
X=Ñ , =Ñzo, =Ñzr S X=Ñzo, =Ñzr Y X=Ñ , =Ñzo=Ñzr Y =Ñ  
 
Letting ¼ S X=Ñ , =Ñzo _  X=Ñ , =Ñzr Y X=Ñzo, =Ñzr (Muller 1956) turns A4 into: 
 > S XQ=ÑR _ ¼Q= Y =ÑR _ X=, =Ñzo, =ÑzrQ= Y =ÑRr 
 
Differentiating with respect to the independent variable gives: 
 >= S ¼ _ 2X=Ñ , =Ñzo, =ÑzrQ= Y =ÑR 
Evaluating at x = xk >Q=ÑR= S ¼ S X=Ñ , =Ñzo _  X=Ñ , =Ñzr Y X=Ñzo, =Ñzr >Q=ÑR= S X=Ñ Y X=Ñzo=Ñ Y =Ñzo _ X=Ñ Y X=Ñzr=Ñ Y =Ñzr Y X=Ñzo Y X=Ñzr=Ñzo Y =Ñzr  
Using a uniform separation ∆x between discrete points, and choosing the first, third and fifth 
points: >Q=ÑR= S 1∆= ¬X=Ñ Y X=Ñzo2 _ X=Ñ Y X=Ñzr4 Y X=Ñzo Y X=Ñzr2 ­ 
 >Q=ÑR= S 1∆= ¬Y X=Ñzr4 _ X=Ñzr2 Y X=Ñzo2 Y X=Ñzo2 _ X=Ñ2 _ X=Ñ4 ­ 
 >Q=ÑR= S 1∆= ¬X=Ñzr4 Y X=Ñzo _ 34 X=Ñ­ 
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